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PLOT
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Laundry Partly The Progressives of Nebraska Every Lover of Music, and
File the Name of Taft as
Destroyed by a Terrific
Every One Likes Music,
Their
Choice
Explosion
Should Be There
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The Territorial Engineer Rejects All Opposition Has Been Over Kai Wants Sun to Retire and Andrew Carnegie's Expense Structural Iron Worker Under Both Have Agreed to Stake
Program Is Nicely Balanced Be
Two Water Applications
Sun Insists on Retiring
come in Senate Judiciary
Voucher for $28.70 Is
Their Candidacy on Joplin
Suspicion and Black Hand
tween Classic and Popular
in San Juan.
Kai.
Committee.
Held Up.
ExoneratedConvention.
Selections
-

Territorial Engineer

Charles

D. Special to

Miller today rejected application No.
530- of Samuel L. Johnson, and Xo.
of
567, of Charles A. Johnson, both
Farmington, for the waters of Las
Animas river in San Juan county, to
reclaim 25,000 acres on the east side
of the river. As these lands are already covered by the prior applications of W. Goff Black and others, who
have in part constructed the Inca
canal and are pushing their works to
completion to cover the same land
the rejection of the Johnson applications, merely clears away applications that would otherwise stack up
and retard development.
Official Changes.
An intimation conveyed to Traveling Auditor John Joerns today unofficially, that his resignation would be
agreeable to Governor McDonald met
with refusal, becaus3 the traveling
auditor felt that he had rights which
lie desired to preserve. It was understood at the same time, that when
Mr. Joerns resigns, or his office
vacant otherwise, Howell Ernest of Clayton, Union county, will be
Both Govappointed to the place.
ernor McDonald and Traveling Audi-

tor Joerns are consulting legal authority and further developments are
awaited with much interest. It is
also reported that Governor McDonald desires to appoint a superintendent of the penitentiary of his own
but that Superintendent
choosing
Cleofes Romero had not been asked
to resign thus far. It is understood
that Mr. Romero will also refuse to
relinquish the place voluntarily. The
capitol is filled with all sorts of rumors but Governor McDonald declares
he has not made any removals nor

any appointments except sucjh as
have been officially announced, and
that he does not care to discuss rumors.
Mounted Police Appointed.
W. C. Smith was yesterday commissioned a temporary mounted policeman by Governor V. C. McDonald. Mr. Smith is located in Torrance county.
Florencio Pfeiffer Did Not Escape.
Rafael G. Lucero, a penitentiary
guard, writes the New Mexican from
Chapelle saying that the report that
Florencio Pfeiffer
of Albuquerque,
had escaped from the convict roads
c;imp at Chapelle, San Miguel county, is erroneous and that Pfeiffer is
there and behaving well.
Homestead Entries.
The following homestead entries
were recorded in the local land office
yesterday: John A. Laws, Farming-ton- ;
Elogio Sanchez, Gallina; Hattie
V. Denniston, Cuervo; William R.
Liberty, Dionicio Maestas, Santa
Rosa; Benjamin Fielder, Estancia;
Joseph T. Meek, Santa Rosa; Virginio
Qvlintana, Rowe; Julian Lucero, Buxton.
Treasurer's Receipts.
The following sums of money "were
received yesterday in the office of
the state treasurer, O. N. Marron:
Thomas P. Gable, game and fish warden, on account of game protection
fund, $1.25; Jose Lucero, clerk of the
third judicial district, $541.35; Dr. T.
W. Watson, treasurer of Lincoln counZu-fel- t,

ty,

$8,060.16.

hEADLESS BODY OF
MURDERED MAN IS FOUND.
Gruesome

Discovery

Made in Heart

cf Black Hand District of
St. Louis.

.By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Nanking. Jan. 19. The republican

the New Mexican.
Washington, D. C, Jan. 19. All opposition in the Senate Judiciary Committee having been overcome, and
the charges and protests against William H. Pope having been disproved.
President Taft berore leaving for New
Haven, Conn., signed the appointment
of William H. Pope to be federal
judge for the district of New Mexico,
and Stephen B. Davis of Las Vegas
to be United States attorney, so that
the Senate Judiciary Committee may
act on these nominaions on next Tuesday. It is understood that the report
for confirmation will be favorable
and speedy. It is recognized that the
on
fight of the
Judge Pope was inspired by the most
selfish and lowest motives, and had
no substantial basis whatever.
The
apnointments will go to the Senate on
Monday.
Congressman H. B. Fergusson has
shaved off his handsome moustache,
and would not be recognized at sight
by his nearest friends.
United States Marshall Foraker is
in he National Capital and is beginning to feel rather dubious about his
chances to reappointment, it being understood that the nomination of
Romero of Las Vegas to be
V. S. marshall will be sent to the Senate next week by President Taft.
District Forester A. C. Ringland is
still In Washington.

birth.
The scene is in the heart of what
is called by the police, "The Black
Hand District." The body was tied
between a blanket and a mattress,
a clothes line being used. The knees
were where the chin should be and
the hands under the knees. The
Tope had been passed under the knees
v
a second time.
The corpse appeared as if the head
had been cut off after, rather than
before, the form had been tied.
TWO HUNDRED KILLED ON
STREETS OF ASUNCION.

President Rojas Has Recaptured From
Rebels

Capital

of

Paraguay.
By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Buenos Ayres, Jan. 19. Telegrams

'By

j
j

j

ISKTURED
Flaying to the Galleries Has
Cost Him the Splendid

Chance He Had

MAKES EMEMY OF NEWSPAPER

Harpers, Which Helped

His
Candidacy, Now Pulls Down
His Name.

THOUSAND

Leased 'Wire to New Mexwsan)
Nashville, Tenn., Jan. 19. "Well,
I'll have to put on the soft pedal,"
this is 'l e exclamation Colonel Harvey, editor of Harpers Weekly, is said
when Governor Woodrow Wilson was
forced to reply to Coione; Harvey's
query, said he feared editorial
in the weekly was injuring his
(Wilson's) cause.
A statement purporting to be a debetween
scription of the meeting
Colonel Harvey and Governor Wilson
with Henry Watterson in New York
was given out. here today by Judge
Robert - Ewing,
middle
Tennessee
representative of the State Woodrow
Wilson organization. Judge Ewing,!
who is related by marriage both to
Governor Wilson and Mr. Watterson,
asserts the governor's statement to
Colonel Harvey was made against
the dictates of personal
friendship
and with the realization that "Har
vey's support had brought him (Wil
son), to the front."
Regarding this meeting in New
York, Judge Ewing declares at the
lose of the conference, Colonel Har
vey arose and said to Governor Wilson:
"I wish to ask you a question and
I expect a frank answer.
Do you be
lieve that the booming nature of my
articles in Harper's Weekly is injur
ing your cause?"
Judge Ewing says Governor Wilson's
friendship for Harvey demanded that
the governor answer in the negative
to the query but that Colonel Harvey
had demanded frankness and that
Governor Wilson was obliged, with
much embarrassment, to make such
a reply that later his name (as candidate for the Democratic presidential
was removed from the
nomination)
editorial column of Harper's Weekly.
Colonel
And Judge Ewing asserts
Harvey exclaimed "Well, I'll have to
put on the soft pedal!"
Governor Wilson Evasive.
Detroit, Mich., Jan. 19. Before
Wilson
DetTolt, Governor
leaving
said he had no opportunity as yet to
give to the statement of Colonel Henry Watterson, the consideration that
He said he was unit demanded.
likely to issue any statement concerning this matter during nig present
tour. He said he was not in the habit of Issuing statements and might
make no reply.
Ann Arbor, Mich., Jan. 19. "I have
nothing to say on that matter," said
Governor Woodrow
Wilson today
when shown the statement of Judge
Robert Ewing concerning the Colonel
Governor Wilson
incident
also refused to discuss the Watterson case. H addressed the UniverCBy Special

sun-po- rt

from Asuncion, Paraguay, confirm the
report that the supporters of Presi
dent Rojas have recaptured the city.
After desperate street fighting the sity students and townspeople this
revolutionaries fled. - The casualties forenoon and he will go to Grand
tctaled 200 killed and wounded.
Rapids this afternoon.

Special T.eased Wire ro New Mexican)

Pueblo, Colo., an. 19. A terrific
Senate.
government today sent an appeal to
dynamite explosion at 2:o0 o'clock
Not in session.
ine powers ior recognition, mis toon
this morning partially wrecked the
the form of a circular which was sent
Meets 2 p. m. Monday.
Colorado
in the heart of the
to Washington, Tokio, London, Paris,
House.
business district, and shattered win-- i
Berlin and St. Petersburg, and was
Met at noon.
dow glass in adjoining buildings, in- Andrew Carnegie's
signed by Wang Chung Wei, the forexpense
eluding those of the Globe Express
voucher of $28.70 for testifyeign minister of the republican cabNo valuables,
Company.
however,
inet. The terms of the circular are
committee
ing before steel
were taken rom the express coiu- as follows:
held up because notary's seal
pany's offices.
"The Manchu government having
was omitted.
A dynamite fuse was found in the
entered into negotiations with the reForeign affairs committee dealloy outside of the express company.
ferred action on international
public of China for the purpose of abA motive for the outrage is unknown.
dicating its entire sovereign rights,
protection of seals because of
No estimate of the da.nage has been
we fervently
differences of opinion.
powers and privileges
given and there have been no arrests.
War department expendipray for recognition in order to avoid
Structural Iron Workers Blamed.
a disastrous interregnum.
tures committee favorably rePueblo, Colo., Jan. 19. The police
(Signed) "WANG CHUNG WEI,
ported Cox bill calling for a
are now working on a theory that the
report on the cost of Philip"Foreign Minister."
explosion was caused by out of town
pine occupation.
Fighting to Be Resumed.
parties and that it is connected with
It appears now to be absolutely
the many explosions in the Jast few
certain that fighting between the revyears on jobs which were being done
Washington. D. C, Jan. 3!). The by structural iron
olutionists and the imperialists will
workers, not conbe resumed on the morning of Janu- House committee on public buildings nected with the national
organization.
and
to
decided
grounds today
report
ary 28 unless Premier Yuan Shi Kai
It is now believed that the only ob- concedes the demands of republican an omnibus public building bill carwas
to
destroy the large steel
Democratic Lead- jjfet
rying $16,000,000.
government.
tank used as a water softener. When
These demands, which were tele- er Underwood advised against this this was being erected some
years
graphed today to Premier Yuan Shi action.
i, it mysteriously
toppled one night
Kai at Peking, are very drastic and
Carnegie Has Trouble With Fees.
but no clew was ever found as to the
Jan. 1!). Andrew lc-Washington, D.
substantially as follows:
cause.
is having
Carnegie,
Drastic Demands.
Elack Hand Suspected.
1.
The abdication of the throne tvcuble collecting from the governThe
force of the explosion
was
70
ment
in
witness feus for his
$2S
and the surrender of the sovereign
recent testimony before the House such that windows were shattered in
powers are demanded.
blocks.
He told the a territory covering several
2.
No Manchu may participate in steel trust committee.
Windows in the Globe Express Comthe provisional government of China. committee when testifying that he
pany's office across the alley crashed
3.
The capital of the provisional was honored by its invitation to ap- to
the street and it was supposed at
government cannot be established at pear, that he would frame in gold his
subpoena and expense vouchers and ursi mat me sure in mat company
Peking.
had been blown up. The explosion
4.
Premier Yuan Shi Kai cannot keep them forever. Later, however, caused
great excitement, as, owing
Mr.
his
Carnegie
apparently changed
participate in the provisional governto the killing of a "black hand"
ment of China until the republic has mind, for on January 17, he signed
leader the night before it was bebeen recognized by the foreign pow- his expense voucher and it. was relieved that the gang was taking reers and the country has been re- ceived today by Jarry South, chief
venge for the murder of their leader.
clerk of the House.
stored to peace and harmony.
It calls for 434 miles of travel at The police, however, are of the opin-icDr. Sun's. Resignation Asked.
that the black hand had no conToday's decided action by the re- five cents a mile, ($22.70) and for nection wit'h the affair.
publican government is due to Pre- three days witness fees, at $2 a day
The steel tank which was the obmier Yuan Shi Kai's demand that Dr. ($6.00.)
The notary in New York, who wit- ject of the attack, was erected by the
Sun Yat Sen, resign the presidency,
Kennecott Water Softener Company
permitting Yuan Shi Kai to exercise nessed the voucher for Mr. Carnegie cf Chicago Heights, Illinois.
The
affix
failed
to
his
seal.
Not
this
until
sovereign powers, until the national
convention, which is to be called toi detail is remedied Vui Clerk South
basis, but it is not believed that this
decide on the form of government of give up the money.
has had any connection with the exa
shall
reached
have
concluChina,
plosion.
sion.
It developed today, however, that
Court Objects.
an attempt had been made to wreck
In the meantime, Premier Yuan Shi
the laundry a year ago, when gas in
Kai desires the court to retire, teman upper story was turned on myster-irusly- ,
to
porarily transferring its powers
with the hope
FRAY tliat a undoubtedly
KILLED
him. The court, however, objected to
spark or a light might cause
national
until
the
convention
leaving
an explosion. Prompt discovery prehad reached a decision.
vented a disaster.
U. S. Infantry Arrives.
A Terrific Battle Fought
Sheriff Has a Clue.
Peking, Jan. 19. The fifteenth regThe sheriff's office is said to have
at
iment of United States infantry, which
Yaguache,
Yesterday
a clew which points to one man as
it to act as a guard for the protection
in
Ecuador
being responsible for the outrage. Reof a section of the railroad from Pekports that a warrant had been issued
ing to the coast, arrived at Chin Wang
through the district attorney's office
Tao today on boaid the transport Lo- THE
REBELS BADLY DEFEATED was denied, hut it is claimed that a
gan.
deputy sheriff left in an automobile
Manchu Outbreak Feared.
today to take up the trail of a sus- of General Flavio Alfaro Wounded pect.
Peking. Jan. 19. The princes
the imperial clan, a number of leading
J. Will Johnson, owner of the launand He Is Succeeded by
Manchu officials, and several memdry, and former president of the city
His Brotherbers of the government had a pro"I believe the explocouncil, said:
tracted conference today with the
sion merely was an attempt to put mo
Lmpress Dowager, but again separat- (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) out of business by wrecking the
ed without deciding the question of
Guayquil, Jan. 19. Over one thou- building."
abdication.
The leading princes fav- sand men were killed and wounded
No Attempt to Take Life.
ored an unconditional abdication
of iu a battle yesterday at Yaguache, to
That there was no attempt to take
the throne. Three of the younger the northeast of this city.
human life, the authorities believe,
the An army supporting the Quito gov- is indicated by the fact that the exprinces, together with
former Tartar general at Nanking, ernment under the command of Gen- plosion occurred at an hour when it
would not, however, agree to the eral Julio Andraede, former Ecuador- was known no one was in the
plant.
court's retirement to Jehol although an minister to Columbia, attacked and
did
not
an
alternative.
they
suggest
defeated an army of Guayaquil troops BANKER CHARLES W.
There were many rumors of the
the provisional governsupporting
MORSE GIVEN LIBERTY.
probability of a Manchu outbreak, ment proclaimed by General Montero
which, however, appears unlikely at under the command ol
general Plavio President Taft Commuted Fifteen
present.
Alfaro.
Year Sentence Last Evening BeExodus of Nobles,
General Flavio Alfaro was wounded
cause of Illness.
London, Jan. 19. In an imperial during the fight which was very se
edict issued today, the authorities of vere.
(Bv Special Leasefl Wire to New TvrexrcanJ
to
Jbe Peking railroad are ordered
General Elroy Alfaro has now been
Atlanta, Ga., Jan. 19. Arrangements
send all available rolling stock
to
commander-in-chie-f
of the for moving Charles W. Morse, the
appointed
Peking. An exodus of the nobles is Guayaquil army.
New York banker, whose 15 year senexpected shortly, according to a news
tence was commuted last evening by
agency dispatch from Tien Tsin.
the President to a sanitarium, were
Three trains are now waiting in the RUSSIANS ARE SLOWLY
held up today pending the arrival of
PERSIA.
NORTHERN
GRABBING
of
vicinity
Peking.
Mrs. Morse from Washington.
She is
Provisional Empire Planned.
due to reach Atlanta at 5 o'clock this
EsBeen
Have
Posts
Seven
Military
afternoon.
Peking, Jan. 19. It is reported in
tablished on Road From
Chinese circles that the regent Prince,
Morse is occupying his room at the
to Khoi.
Chun, suggests the abdication of the
army 'hospital now as a "guest" of the
throne, the court to Temain in Peking
government, his freedom having been
Special Leased Win- - to New Mexican)
and Yuan Shi Kai to establish a pro- (By
Urumiah, Persia, Jan. 19 The whole given him yesterday by Warden Mey--j
er of the federal penitentiary on tele-- '
visional northern government at Tien of the
province .of Azerbaijan in the
Tsin pending the action of the Nation- northwest of Persia,
graphic advices from Washington. It
on
bordering
al Convention as to the future form Turkish
is rapidly passing is expected he will go to a local hosterritory,
and later to New York, where
of government.
into the occupation of ilussian troops. pital
he will prepare to visit one of the
Dr. Sun Stands Pat.
Seven Russian military posts have
German resorts if his condition perNanking, Jan. 19 The ultimatum, been established alotig the road from
to
the Republican leaders this city to iwioi, a distance o about mits.
according
While Mr. Morse
was greatly
is the last word of the Republicans. 120 miles.
brightened today at the news of comPresident Sun Yat Sen said today to
mutation, the military physicians
the Associated Press: "I have taken DISPUTE IN BRITISH
would permit few persons to see him.
ou oath to oust the Manchu rulers and
COTTON TRADE SETTLED.
restore peace to the country before
FAST TRACK AT
resigning. I have taken an oath to es- Fight Over Recognition
of Unions
JUAREZ THIS AFTERNOON.
tablish a republic in China, and if 1
Ends and 300,000 Men Will
consented to the propositions laid out
Return to Work.
fBv Special Leased Wir-- to New Mexican)
by Yuan Shi Kai, I should be fore- (By Special Leased wire to New Mexican)
Juarez, Mex., Jan. 19. Weather
sworn.
Manchester, Eng., Jan. 19. The dis- clear, track fast. First race, three
"I am convinced that a Republic Is pute in the cotton trade which culmin- furlongs. Inquieta 107, Callahan 5 to
not only practicable, but that it ated in a lbCKout affecting about
1, first; John Hurie 110; Groth 20 to
would be the best thing for China.
men on December 27, has been set- 1, second; Rosa Rablee, 107; Borel,
"China cannot permit outsiders' to tled. The question at issue between 8 to 1, third. Time 35. Icicle, Beu-ladictate her form of government This employers and workers was the emMc, Philopena, Tenderest, Casalabor. All the nova, Blue Jay, Russella, Josie Lee,
ployment of
on Monday.
mills will be
(Continued on Page Vlglt.)
Little Bertie, ran.
C-- ,

WILSON BOOM

Ha-rVe-

w Mexican)
j

.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
St. Louis, Mo., Jan. 19. The headless body of a man was found in an
ash pit in the rear of 1122 North Ninth
street by a patrolman at 9:30 o'clock
this morning. The body was yet
warm and the man apparently had not
"been dead any great length of time.
The body was first seen by a negro
who said he also saw the head. The
general appearance of the torso and
its clothing indicated that the murdered man may have Veen of foreign

(By Special Leased Wire to

II
II

-

Tien-Lian-

300,-00-

non-unio- n

0

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Lincoln, Neb., Jan. 19. President

William H. Tuft's name was filed as a
candidate for the Republican nomination under the Nebraska presidential
The petition
primary law today.
asking that his name be placed on the
tallot was signed by forty Omah.t
men and was presented by Franklin
A. Shotwell of that city.
Shotwell formerly was secretary of
the Nebraska Progressive League, but
gave up that office shortly after 'he
had given out a statement at Wash
ington to the effect that Nebraska was
for Taft. In a statement made today, Shotwell praised the present executive and labelled him as a "Progressive."
Clark and Folk.
Jan. 19. SpeakWashington, T.
er Champ Clark today confirmed reports that he and former Governor
Joseph W. Folk had agreed to siake
their respective candidacies for the
Democratic presidential nomination
on the outcome of the approaching
convention of Missouri Democrats at
Joplin.
C-- .

SIXTH CAVALRY

RETURNS

FROM MEXICAN BORDER.
(Hv Pprcini Tjoasft vnre in New Mexican)

Des Moines, la., Jan. 19. The Sixth
Cavalry stationed at Fort Des Moines,
after an absence of nine months, returned from- the Mexican border early
today. The sixth is under command of
Colonel Charles M. O'Connor.

FIERCE

FUG
JURIPOLI

A Large Body of Turks and
Arabs Surprises Column
of Italians
OSLEKS

AREJRiVEN

BACK

But Assault After Assault Was
Made During the Day Near
a Small Oasis.
(By Special Leased wire to New Mexican)
Tripoli, Jan. 19 A terrific attack
was made yesterday by a la rge body
.of Turks and Arabs on an Italian column which was on the march about
ten miles from the town of Tripoli.
The Italian troops which cons.sted
of detachments of all arms, left Tripoli early in the morning on the woy
to Chirgarish, a small oasis situated
about ten or twelve miles along the
coast to the west of the town, and
surrounded by a number of mud forts,
which hitherto had given shelter to
Arab irregulars.
were
Suddenly as the soldiers
marching along the road, which runs
parallel to the coast, they were attacked by a largo force of Turks and
Arabs. The Italians immediately took
up position and threw up field enThe enemy continued
trenchments.
its attacks throughout the day, but finally retired.
Details of the losses have not been
r. Ported.

tonight at the Klks'
rare musical treat.
A
below,
glance at the program
shows that the selections will appeal
l.oth to the popular and the classic
taste. Miss M;iry McFie,
daughter of Judge and Mrs.
) hn K. McFie, has made herself
a
of
name as a cultured interpreter
classic music as well as the old favorites of popular folk music, and
holds a high place in the esteem of
The concert

theater

will

be a

mezzo-sopran-

of

lie Rush

Con-

servatory, Chicago, where she

teach-

the; management,

es.

I

Both as a vocalist and as a pipe

Mrs.
organist, she is a master.
Charles Cunningham,
harpist, and
.Mrs. Ralph Henderson, violinist, who
arrived from Albuquerque this afternoon, have established reputations
beyond the confines of any one state.

Of Miss Lillian Hesselden of Albuquerque, pianist and accompanist, who
is a guest of Miss McFie, the following press notice is reproduced:
Miss Lillian Hesselden.
Miss Lillian Hesselden who will be
the pianist and accompanist for the
recital Friday night at the Elks'
Theatre, has won a very marked reputation for herself iu the musical
circles of Albuquerque, New Mexico,
which is her home. Miss Hesselden
i'j very much m demand as an accom
panist, which with her is an art in
itself, and she has also distinguished herself as a soloist before very
appreciative audiences at the many
recitals and concerts at which she
has appeared.
Miss Hesselden has a
very charming personality and her
v.c rk is notable for
its depth and
finish.
Those who appreciate artistic
instrumental music will be greatly
pleased with Miss Hesselden's work
upon the piano.
The following is the program for
this evening, a program which should
attract every music lover to the Elks'
theater tonight :
PART I.
Godard
Piano Va'.se Chiomatique
Vocal a. When the Swallows
White
v. b, Harmony
....Del Riego
c. The Year's at the Spring
Beach
Grobe
Harp Lora Vale
Violin Ballade, Polonaise
Vieuxtemps
PART II.
Harp Home Sweet Home. Aptommas
Vocal a. Nur wer die zehn zu
kennt
Tschaikowsky
(Violin Obligato)
Mondlicht
b. Im Zitternden
Haile
Wiegen
c. Aria "My Heart at Thy
Sweet Voice"
(Samson
Delilah) Saint Saens
Piano a. Lorelei
Seeling
Moszkowski
b. Guitarre
Friml
Violin Canzonetta
Homer
Vocal a. Dearest
b. Down in the Forest ....
Landon Ronald
Chaminade
c. Summer
Invocation ..De Hardelot
Ensemble

CiVIC FEDERATION IS
TABOO TO MINE WORKERS

John C Jhell, at One Time
HeYo, Is Now an Outcast

Their
Be

cause of It.

(Bv Special leased TVrre ?o fCew Mexican)
Indianapolis, Ind., Jan. 19 No member of the National Civic Federation
shall be a delegate to a convention of
the United Mines Workers of AmeriTOLD HIS WIFE HE
ca, according to the provisions of a
WOULD KILL HER, AND DID. new constitution for the organization
which was submited to the miners'
Reno, Nevada, Man, Shot His Div- convention here today by the constiorced Spouse, and Then Ended
tution commitee. The proposed new
His Own Life.
0
constitution also provides that the
election of officers and national conl By Special Leased Wire to T?ew Mexican i ventions shall he
held every two
Reno, Nev., Jan. 19. B. Noyes, of j years instead of each year, as under
this city shot and killed his former 'the present constitution.
the
wife at an early hour this morning,
During the convention of
and then killed himself. The woman's miners in Col imbus, Ohio, last year,
dead body was found lying in the a resolution aimed directly at Jonn
yard, and Noyes was found dead in Mitchell, a former president, was
the adopted, declaring member of the Nahis house some distance from
scene of the first shooting.
Noyes tional Civic Federation ineligible as
secured a divorce some time ago and delegates to the miners' convention.
last nigljt saw his former wife and a Mitchell then withdrew fro mthe Civie
man on the street together. He in- Federation, but since has charged that
formed the woman he was going to the convention "was packed" against
kill her and this morning carried out him.
A telegram was received today from
his threat.
Mitchell, stating that he would be
here Tuesday to explain his action in
SOUTHERN PACIFIC TRAIN
BY
TELEPHONE. the last convention of the American
SAVED
Federation of Labor at Atlanta, Geora delegates from the
Bridge at Battle's Ranch Near Alpine gia, where as
miners' organization, he refused to
Had Burned Out Just as the
support a movement to condemn the
Passenger Was Due.
National Civic Federation.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
El Paso, Texas, Jan. 19. A. tele AUSTRIA ALSO HAS A CABINET CHANGE IN PROSPECT.
phone message from Battle's ranch
east of Alpine, Texas, last night,
saved a Southern Pacific passenger (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Vienna, Jan. 19. Reports regardtrain eastbound, from going into a
burned bridge.
ing the early retirement of Count
n
The message was received at Al- Aloys Lexia von Aebrenthal,
foreign minister, are perpine, just as the train arrived, a few
n.inutes later and the train would have sistent. Rumor even names hl sucpassed and could not have been stop cessor, who is said to be Count
Austto-Hun- ped. The bridge burned is just east Szecsen Von Temerin,
ambassador
at
Paris.
of Alpine.
jgarlan
.
.
u
k
Austro-Hungaria-
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and bossism, and County Clerk Park
Pitman took the members to task for GA5GARETS CLEANSE
the taking away the cards of two
Had Severe Stomach Trouble Is All
n
Pete Adams and George
LIVERANQ BOWELS
El Paso Herald.
Right Now.
Experts declare that much of the
No Biliousness, Headache, Sick, Sour
Married at Washington.
dvspepsia and loss of appetite so comStomach, Indigestion, Coated
mon in this country is due to the
Janin
D.
Married,
Washington,
C,
Tongue or Constipation.
,
of
Crom-v.elluse
in
foods.
But
18,
Mrs.
R.
uary
Lucretia
1912,
preservative's
!
much more likely it is on account of
to E. T. Stotesbury of PhiladelFurred
Bad Taste, Indigeshasty and careless habits of eating. phia. The foregoign announcement tion, SallowTongue,
Skin and Miserable HeadOur delicious cod liver and iron i ol a marriage of a former Albuquerque
aches coni9 from a torpid liver and
preparation without oil, Vinol, has re- woman to one of the most powerful
stored appetite and digestion to thou- financial magnates in the world, is of clogged bowels, which cause your
stomach to become filled with undi
sands of people who had despaired of international Interest.
In Washingfood, which sours and ferments
gested
ever being able to enjoy a meal again. ton, in London, Paris and Berlin, the
like garbage in a swill barrel. That's
Fred Oberlander of Schenectady, marriage of Mrs. Cromwell to Mr. the first
step to untold misery indi
item of
X. Y., says "I had stomach trouble Stotesbury will be a big
foul gases, bad breath, yellow
gestion,
news.
for two years and they were years of
skin, mental fears, everything that is
terrible suffering. I did not want to
horrible and nauseating. A Cascaret
eat, and what I did eat gave me pain.
Runaway Boys Located.
tonight will give you a thorough
Assistant
down
ran
too.
health
I
Since have
Commissioner of Public cleaning inside and
My
straighten you
used Vinol my stomach trouble has Lands Mateo Lujan, has located his out by
morning. They work while you
son Hector Lujan, who sleep a
vanisnea, I eat heartily, anc never
box from your drug
felt better in my life."
with Dan Burke and Arthur Xelson
gist will keep you feeling good for
it you are run down and weak, can started from Las Vegas to see the months. Millions of men and women
not eat or digest your food, you v.oria without their parents' permis take a Cascaret now and then to keep
Southern Carr.xr Plaza. Santa Fe.
Telephone No. 40.
need Vinol. It will do you great good. sion. The trio had gotten as far as their stomach, liver and bowles regu
WE GIVE REGISTER
TICKETS WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES, You can have your money back if La my. Hector was brought to Santa lated, and never know a miserable
Vinol does not do all we claim. The Fe and will attend St. Michael's Col- moment.
Don't forget the children
lege. The three hoys were so tired their little insides need a good,
Capital Pharmacy, Santa Fe, X. M.
gentle
out that they were glad to return
cleaning, too.
home.
THE SKY BRIGADE.
WE ARE PROUD OF OUR STORE, BECAUSE IT IS A SUC(Minna Irving in Leslie's)
Gwin 544; J. P. Parker 532.
CESSFUL
HARDWARE STORE.
Out of the deep blue sky,
MORE OFFICIAL ELECTION
Surveyor Charles H. Laidlaw 551:
YOU DO NOT "FORK OVER" YOUR MONEY TO US FOR FOOR
Out of the
RETURNS RECEIVED. Diego Montoya 514.
high,
Swift as a meteorite,
GOODS, BUT PAY US ONLY A REASONABLE PRICE FOR THE
For long, untiring flight
ComRoosevelt .County. County
BEST HARDWARE MADE.
Shaming the eagle,
missioners, First District: Charles V.
WHEN YOU WANT HARDWARE REMEMBER WE'VE GOT IT.
See
bold
the
airman come!
EDITORIAL
FLASHES
Harris 732; John D. Wagner 339;
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
Making their motors hum,
Brook Smith 259; S. E. Johnson 2.
Second District: S. E. Johnson 847;
Wood-Davi- s
UFaLFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages Sailing on wings of snow.
Heedless of death below,
F. C. Ruckman 277; P. E. Wikel 233.
The Press Committee.
Of courage regal.
Phone 14.
If Its Hardware We Have It
Third District: S. K. Smith 813; T.
Pnone 14
Among the committees on enter
The only exclusive
house in
Fe
C. Forrest 305: W. A. Sitton 236.
tainment at the inauguration of Govt'p from the north and south, .
Probate Judge J. C. Compton 5S4; ernor McDonald was a press commitiL'to the tempest's mouth,
George P. Smith 533; S. M. Brown tee. It was not in evidence except
231.
Speeding from east and west,
to the members of the press who visRiding the lightning's crest,
County Clerk C. P. Mitchell 830; ited the Capital City, but to the mem
Phone Black
L. E. Forbes 239; J. C. Davis 244.
Charging the thunder,
Phone Black
bers of the press it was very much
Racing the hurricane,
Sheriff George C. Deen 65S; Jos in evidence, for it looked after the
Hail to the aeroplane!
eph Lang 465; H. N. Easterling 219.
visiting newspaper men and women
-:- -:- -:- -:- GENERAL MERCHANDISE
Welcome the sky brigade!
Assessor J. E. McCall 795; Oscar in a manner that reflected great
G. Ghan 318; H. J. Xelson 245.
Glorious, unafraid
credit upon the profession and upon
We Start the NEW YEAR by
iven better values than ever,
Army of wonder.
Treasurer Moses B. Jones 841; A. the city of Santa Fe.
B. Austin 277; J. R. Sanders 239.
:
:
:
:
:
:
especially in 5, 10 and 25c, goods.
In the description of balls, parades
Superintendent of Schools Mrs. S. and the big event the inauguration,
F. Culberson 702; Charles E. Toombs little
Ol'R PRICES ARE MARKED IN PLAIN FIGURES.
attention was given to the press
AROUND THE STATE
95; Edwin G. Taylor 240.
committee, for like all newspaper
Surveyor C. L. Carter 775; GeoTge work it is seldom given credit for
The Canon Road Automobile Line Passes our Door.
F: Scott 322; John J. Roberts 245.
the good it accomplishes.
Another Newspaper Change.
Sandoval County. County CommisMuch, however, of the unstinted
Phone Black 6619
436 Canon Road
J. R. Darnell has bought out the sioners, First District: Juan Domin-gne- z
praise given to the city of Santa Fe
interests of H. B. Ryther in the
s
794; Reyes Lucero 476. Second and to her citizens was due to the
Herald, also the residence of the District: Roman Garcia 798;
press committee, which made it pos
latter gentleman.
G. Gonzales 476. Third District: sible for all
newspaper peo
Ciriaco Lobato 784; F. C. de Baca ple to secure visiting
an index to the festiviWATCH FOR BIG AD
Broecklein's Barn Burned Down.
4SS.
ties of the day and
to the writThe barn belonging to E. O. Broeck- Probate Judge J. Felipe Silva 719; ers a key to the city. gave
The press comlein of Moriarty, was entirely de- Freciliano Ortiz 546.
mittee, while it did not take credit
stroyed by fire. The fire caught from
County Clerk Abel E. Perea 706; for decorations, balls or social entersome hot coals in ashes that were Alfredo
Montoya 554.
tainments, was on the job just as efdumped on a pile of trash.
Sheriff Emiliano Lucero S34
: WHEN YOU CAN GET THE
.
fectively,
s 1:
it had everything handy
M. Sandoval 439.
from information on any subject to
She Beat Her Husband.
Assessor Manuel Martinez
727; copy paper, typewriters and
postage
Mrs. Mary C. Davis secured the di Delfin Baca 544.
stamps, and hence it saw to it that
vorce at Denver sought by her hus
Treasurer Julius Seligman
818; the inauguration and the
Capital City
band, Wallace Sanford Davis, when Alejandro Sandoval 452.
got the full meed of praise from the
be filed suit in the county court sevSuperintendent of Schools Bonieral months ago. Davis alleged that facio Montoya 823; Eduardo D. Sala-za- visiting press that otherwise it might
not have secured because of the mul- Delivered to your house. Patronize home
Now on the floor of the Sante Fe Trail & Curio Co.
his wife was cruel to him, that she
industry. Leave orders at
460.
titude of things to be written about
1
beat
him and stayed out late at
nib PIANO WILL APPEAL TO LOVERS OF MUSIC, AND IS
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.
Surveyor J. M. Morris 792; E. M. which only a member of the press
night.
Fen ton 4 SI.
ONE Or Tilt SAMPLE PIANOS OF THE HOUSE OF
can fully
San Juan County County Commis Daily Herald. appreciate. Albuquerque
Arizona Federal Officials.
sioners, First District: Jose T. Jaquez
The indication is that the present
Second
(4; Simon Martinez 514.
are ordering in car-loa- d
for
Trade.
federal
Place your
officers in Arizona will be District: J. P. Atteberry 631; A. H. DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED.
Holiday
shipments
oraer now ior your mnstmas Piano. Our pianos, our prices and
reappointed, with Governor
Richard Masters 607; Fred Skrifrars 83. by local applications, as they cannot
our terms have satisfied hundreds of New Mexico
E. Sloan as United States judge. W. Third District:
Wayne Walling. 736; reach the diseased portion of the ear.
E. Overlock is United States marshal
and Arizona purchasers.
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
Samuel Rush There is only one way to cure deafGeorge E. Allen 518;
and Joe Morrison, son of Judge A. L. 77.
ness, and that is by constitutional
SANTA FE TRAIL & CURIO CO., SANTA FE.
Morrison of Santa Fe, is district
Probate Judge W. A. Palmer 629 remedies. Deafness is caused by an
CAD
Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
David Trujillo 607;
S. O. Kinegray inflamed condition of the mucous linand Rancles; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
LEARNARD &
Established 1900
of
85.
the
ing
Eustachian Tube. When
School Teacher Frozen to Death.
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water
LIINUfcMANN CO.
County Clerk W. B. Wagner 686; this tube is inflamed you have a rumrights
Albuqurque, New Mexico
Intense cold in the Panhandle of John Graham 566; A. J. Fritz 78.
bling sound or imperfect hearing, and
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.?
E. M. Lehnor, Expert German Piano Tuner.
Texas, in Xew Mexico and in Vn
Sheriff William T. Dufur 648; L. when it is entirely closed, Deafness is
Man's Land of southern Oklahoma, H. Miller 597; Hector McRhea 90.
the result, and unless the InflammaModern Residences for Rent.J
has claimed its toll of lives. Miss
Assessor A. G. McCoy 6S4; Wil- - tion can be taken out and this tube
Virginia Conrad, a school teacher at lett Brown 564; J. L. Hill 76.
restored to its normal condition, hearXara Visa, Quay county, was found
Treasurer R. W. Heflin 725; W. W. ing will be destroyed forever; nine
103
frozen to death on the road
cases out of ten are caused by Catarrh
leading Otteal 522; C. R. Cutting 7S.
from her school to the house where
Ave.
which
is
an
conbut
inflamed
nothing
Superintendent of Schools J. L. G.
she boarded.
Swinney 733; M. F. Fifield 507; Liz- dition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
zie M. Holmes 80.
Wedded in Meadow City.
660; for any case of Deafness (caused by
Surveyor G. s' Wilhoite
A simple wedding
ceremony was Charles F. Holly 590; .H. B. Long 81. catarrh) that cannot be cured by
performed at the church of the ImSan Miguel County. County Com- Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circu
maculate Conception when Rev. Fath- missioners, First District: Fidel Or-t.- lars, free.
er Adrian Rabevrolle
P. J. CHENEY CO., Toledo, O.
Sec2773; Atanacio Sena 2296.
AND
John McDonnell of Las Veens anil ond District: A. A. Gallegos 3062;
Sold by druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
liss Bessie Wroe of Denver, man Julian Sandoval 2011. Third District:
RATON
and wife. Charles Lloyd was Mr. Jchn H. York 3206; O. G. Schafer
YANKEE
McDonnell's best man and Miss Mar 1S80.
CERR1LLOS
guerite Kennedy acted as bridesmaid.
Probate Judge Adelaido Tafoya
333 HICKOX STREET,
2943; Antonio Solano 2113.
Near Union DcpotJ
CARRIAGE,
AUTOMOBILE,
Clerk Lorenzo
Albuquerque Man Passes Worthless
t Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal.
County
Delgado
Steam Coal.
PHONE, RED 100.
Checks.
AND
3197; Miguel A. Baca 18SS.
Sawed Wood end Kindling.
u. Maples, alias Robert Mont
Sheriff Roman Gallegos 3044 CleI
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
gomery, alias C. C. Muir, of Albuquer mente Padilla 2025.
que, maae a written confession in
Assessor Manuel A. Sanchez 3202
85
Telephone
Telephone 85
the office of the city detectives at El C. E. Gehring 1944.
Paso that he had given checks
Treasurer Eugenio Romero 3154
on
banks in which he had no funds but X. B. Fountaine 1911.
at the same time exonerated his wife
Superintendent of Schools M. F.
from any connection with the transac Desmarais 2S45; Eleuterio Baca 2189.
tions.'
3228; Mirror Silvei ing,
Surveyor G. E. Morrison
SATISFACTION
Vincent K. Jones 1860.
on Glass
Teok Away Cards of Saloonkeeoers.
Santa Fe County. County Com- Etching
GUARANTEED
and Brass
The celebration of the 21st anniver missioners, First District: George M.
TO
sary of the El Paso lodge of Elks Kinsell 1776; James L. . Seligman
LACASSAONE,
Tuesday evening was marked by two Sii2. second District: Jose Ortiz y PAUL
sensational incidents. Zach Cobb Pino 1737; Apolonio Rael 1372. Third
305 San Francisco Street.
declared his independence of bosses District:
Jiron 1741;
Esquipulon
,nconvenience by Purchasing Weils
S3Vfi
Samuel Romero 1373.
lllUHWJ' Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'
Porbate Judge Canuto Alarid 1739;
Checks and Foreign Money Orders
Nicolas Montoya 1372.
FOR FALLING HAIR
in
in
County Clerk Marcelino A. Ortiz
1()69; Manuel Delgado 1464.
and- all Foreign
Payable
U. S., Canada, Mexico
You Cannot Lose When You Use
Sheriff Charles Closson 1649; AlFor Best Laundry Work
Throughout
Countries
This Remedy.
fredo Delgado 1464.
We promise you if your hair is fal- Assessor Telesforo Rivera 1772;
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH
BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
ing out, and you have not let It go David Gonzales 1337.
too far, you can prevent baldness and
Treasurer Celso Lopez 1736; WilRETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
jt
get a new growth of hair, if you will liam E. Griffin 1376.
Ion Caspar Avenna
use Rexall "93" Hair Tonic, with perSuperintendent of Schools John V.
D.
O.
K.
Barber
at
sistency and regularity, for a reason Conway 1750; H. L. Pollard 1344.
Agency
Shop
able length of time.
Mrs. P. O Brown, Agent.
1772;
Suirveyor Benjamin Hill
a
is
It
scientific, cleansing, antisep John H. Walker 1337.
No. 23.
Phone. Red No. 2J
tic, germicidal
Sierra County. County Commis Phone Red
It de
preparation.
KERR'S SHOP, HEADQUARTERS FOR WOODY S
stroys microbes, stimulates good cir- sioners, First District: F. M. Bogar-qne- z
culation around the hair roots, and
592; Abran Gonzales 475. Sec
LAUNDRY.
thus promotes head nourishment, re- ond Distnct: Cornelius Sullivan 715:
Prom
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
Phone us, we will be glad to call for
moves dandruff
and restores hair Tom Wedgewood 389. Third District:
TAOS
Successor to
BARRANCA
health.
your laundry on Mondays and TuesIt Is as pleasant to use as J. L. Montoya 552; V. G. Trujillo
La
Salle
South
days and deliver on Thursdays and Meets Both North
pure water, and is delicately
per- 514.
fumed.
It is a real toilet necessity.
Fridays.
Probate Judge Teofilo Garcia 566;
I have purchased the Morgan Livery Co., stock and
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
Bounds
We want you to try Rexall "93" Francisco Apodaca 508.
All work Is guaranteed; your socks
equipment and the place will be known hereafter as
Telephone II.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
Hair Tonic with our promise that It
are mended and buttons sewed en
Gonzales
Clerk Amado
County
THE STAR BARN. My endeavor will be to give the
will cost you nothing unless you are 542: Andrew Kelly 540.
the north bound train and arrives at
Two Doors Below P. Andrews Store. your shirts without extra charge.
best service to the public and will keep the business
7 p. m.
PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122 Taos
It Sheriff W. C. Kendall 605; J. B. Regular Meals 25 cents.
perfectly satisfied with its use.
line
open at all times day and night, with first-clacomes in two sizes, prices 50c and Richardson 470.
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c.
Ten miles shorter than any other
. R. H.
STOLLE, Agent.
of livery rigs, hacks and baggage wagons.
11.00.
Remember,
Assessor Max L. Kahler 544; Ben
you can obtain
Short Orders at All Hours.
way. Good covered-- hacks and good
I Will appreciate your patronage and influence.
Rexall Remedies In this community A. Luchinl 530.
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
Yours in Business
J. R. CREATH.
only at our store The Rexall Store.
furnished commercial men to take In
Treasurer WM M. Robbins 570; BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
130 San Francisco St.
The Fischer Drug Co., 232 San Fran G. F. Worden 495.
Phone Main 139.
Santa Fe. N. M.
French Noodle Order 20c a dlsn.
Try a New Mexican want ad. 1C the surrounding towns. Wire Embud
.
cisco St.
New York Cbop
8tatlon.
brings results.
Superintendent of Schools F. J.

The Little Store

'T

NOT

TO

Em

Og-de-

A Hapy New Year To All

fifteen-year-ol-

WHOLESALE

AND

d

RETAIL

cloud-land-

s

Flour Hay. Grain, Potatoes and 5alt.

Hardware Co.

Santa

grain

45

LEO HERSCH

FRANK F. GORMLEY

45

SPECIAL
SALE
at
SANTA FE TRAIL CURIOCO.

I

)

Por-tale-

Can-did-

o

Why Import Mineral Water ?

You are requested to call and see and

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

hear the beautiful tone

JESSE FRENCH PIANO

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO.

LEARNARDLINDEMANN COMPANY

lull

R. J. CRICHTON
LUMBER & COAL YARD
DAWSON COAL

RM. JONES.

,

Screened

SIGN

Caii up

MflnfiV'1"

Imperial Laundry

'Phone 9

When Need of Anything
the
Line.
Furnished
Drivers
Livery
RATES

j j

J.

STABLE

Fir.e Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
jBuggies, Surrics, Saddle Horses

P.

-

Lump

PAINTING

Y,

Parts of The World

Wood

iSilTKE?.

General Express Forwarders
All

Palace

WHOLESALE
RETAIL

z

" The
Quality Goal."

Wells Fargo & Co. Express

CAIE
JALL

RIGHT.

CHAS. CLOSSON

BARNES, Agent.

HACK LINE

THE STAR BARN

MORGAN LIVERY CO.

HUBB'S

TO

Restaurant

Trains.

it
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not expect to alter the fact that Morocco and her inhabitants no longer
F
OF
in themselves possessed the strength
A Resident of Santa Fe Shows the
to
entheir
Some
county.
reorganize
Way.
thusiasts believed thai
Hafid
E would be able to performMuley
this task,
Only one way to cure a bad back.
but they soon had to recognize that,
Liniment and plasters may relieve
notwithstanding his skill and ability
it;
a statesman, he did not have the
They won't cure it.
Count von Bernstorff Ex- as
power to bring about the necessary
Backache means sick kidneys.
chauges without foreign assistance.
Doan's Kidney Pills are for bad
plains Imbroglio as He
i
Algeciras Act.
kidneys.
Understands It
For the German government there
Santa Fe people back them up.
was therefore only one way to proRead a case of it:
Hilaria Baca, Delgado St., Santa OUTLOOK
PUBLICITY tect German commercial interests in
Morocco, viz., by securing France's
Fe, N. Mex., says: "About two and a
protection of these interests. This
half years ago I gave a public stateresult was achieved
the Morocco
ment telling of my experience with Even Kaiser Believes in
Telling agreement of Februaryby9, 1LKI9, which
nft
j to
They comDona's Kidney Pills.
His
to
the
was
basis.
act
back
its
Story
in
the
me
of
rid
my
Clearly
object
pains
pletely
of this agreement could only be to
which had troubled me off and on for
Newspapers.
a
(klay French advances in Morocco as
months. When I stooped or brought!
more
a strain on my loins, I suffered
t ease(J wire w Npw Mexican) long as possible, so that German
(By
severely and there were various j Xew York, Jan. 19 An article on traders, farmers, and manufacturers
M
fa
other difficulties which convinced ice "Germany and France, with Special were in the meanwhile, under this
Vv
same
French
came
from
disordered
that my trouble
guaranteed
4
j erence to the Moroccan Question,' by treaty, ableprotection,
to consolidate their
I finally used Doans Kid by Count von Bernstorff, German
kidneys,
at Washington, appears in interests in Morocco in such a deney Pills and they brought prompt
I continued taking them and the current issue of the Outlook. It gree that a French protectorate could
relief.
not destroy them.
No one who
it was not long before every symptom is as follows:
knew the conditions in Morocco as
of trouble had disappeared."
The Moroccan question has passed
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 out of its controversial stae and is they really were, and riot as one perCo., Buffalo, now a part of history, so that we are haps wished them to be, could entercents. Foster-Milbur-n
that a
New York, sole agents for the United able to look back on it with an impar- tain the slightest doubt
protectorate must in the
States.
tial spirit and to judge the aims and French
Remember the name Doan's tnd results of the German government's course of time be established.
A Welcome Pretext.
with
take no other.
fairness a fairness
action
1
would
have been considered
This
lackto
be sometimes
which seemed
course
of
the
natural
had
events
the
ing during the heat of the discusTIMETABLE ALL
aspect of affairs not suddenly changsions.
ed when M. Piehon retired from the
LOCAL TRAINS
Morocco.
It is well known that until 1904 French foreign ofliee and was replacy
The following are the time table England and France were contending ed by B. Cruppi. It seems that colonial
who
the
not
could
await
fanatics
of the local railroads:
in
with each other for supremacy
"A. T. & . F. Ry."
.Morocco.
Then followed the Anglo ripening of the Moroccan fruit took
.
I
II
.t?
Leave
if.
Jtmj
'
French agreement of April, 1904. anil advantage of this change to obtainof
8:10 a. m., to connect witn ino. a in the fall of the same year a French the consent of the new minister
to
affairs
for
the
foreign
expedition
westbound and No. 10 eastbound.
banking syndicate contracted a new Fez. The
pretended danger of the
Returning, arrive Santa Fe at 12.10 large loan with Morocco. Privileges
mission and of the European
of such importance were granted to military
p. m.
in consequence of the rebelLeave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to this group of banks that the eventual colony
of
lion of tribes in the
conect with No. 1 westbound and No. fate of the Sultan's Empire seemed to Fez formed a welcomeneighborhood The
pretext. (
be decided.
Germany, however, in2 eastbound.
JAMES W. MULLENS,
and
military
capital was reached
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 p. m. tervened; the emperor visited Tan- posts were to be withdrawn to the
Of Roswell, Who Will Represent Chaves County in the House.
conthe
months
later
few
to
and
a
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 P. m.
gier;
coast as soon as possible, it was evinect with No. 7 westbound and No. 4 conference of Algeciras was held. In dent that the larger
part of the counfair words it proclaimed the indeeastbound.
win, and later for James Kibbee on
would, like the Schanja province,
try
soverand
the
Morocco
of
at
Fe
pendence
the Lincoln Independent and Roswell
Returning arrive at Santa
soon be directly controlled by French
Age 43 years.
created
also
Sultan.
of
It
the
eignty
8:35 p. m.
Native of Texas.
Register.
agents and military authorities.
ueave Santa Fe it 8:50 p. in. to con. a multitude of provisions and stipui
Was elected the fiivt school super- Grandson and son of Fight- Warning.
At
intendent of the new county of Cha- tiect with No. 8 eastbound and No. 9 lated the "open door'j in Morocco.
N ers.
all this time
During
the same time, however, police pow- German newspapers had constantly
in
es in 1800, and was
westbound.
Public schools and Baylor
ers were granted to France and Spain reiterated
l!f!4 and 3 806. Served four years as
11:30
Santa
at
arrive
University.
Fe,
according to communthat,
Returning,
in eight open Moroccan ports, and, ications received in Germany,
gn alderman of the town of Roswell
the
Cowboy, Printer, Journalist,
P. m.
in that time, and also as assistant
furthermore, the treaty concerning Europeans in Fez were not at all in
Teacher,
Legislator,
Official,
Passengers for the Helen cut-of- f
mentioned loan was rati-- I
chief of the Roswell firo department.
'When these hints proved to N Businessman.
danger.
and Pecos Valley points should now the above
f;ed with certain amendments. Above be of no
Bought the Roswell Register in ISlHi
County School Superintend- effect, the "North German S
leave at 3:30 p. ai. instead of 7:20
to
the
long
and
sold it, on account of ill health
owing
jail,
Alent
terms.
addressed
three
S
of
1911,
30,
Gazette,"
April
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On account of the wholly
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increasing.
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the
no
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longer
represented
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unsettled and untenable conditions in sovereign Sultan as defined by the
ter that, two more years as teacher
Leaves 10:05 a. nr. or nortu.
Morocco which it is no use denying
in Lincoln county and then, return to
Algeciras act, and that Germany
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from north.
ominrtunities for the exertion of therefore would be entitled to reW. Mullens is a character. the first love, Roswell.
James
French influence could not long be sume her former freedom of action. He ought to be a gold mine for some
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New fexlco central Ry.
of
Tn fact the occupation
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,vanrin.
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2 fast and 1 south and west
as the occupation of Casa Blanca clear that the south of Morocco for the V. S. Senate, even though it he effected a compromise that, smoothArrive 4:15 p. m. with connections goon fonowed. An this could have would
also be drawn into the grow- were only to teach how to he elected ed the sea of troubled waters after
Irom No. 3 east.
jbeen prevented only if Germanyin had
unrest.
In this case the security to the legislature for $5.40 and with- he had been offered the speakership.
ing
Mo- Mullens has several other distinctions 1
(been inclined to restore order
of
the
living there among out electioneering.
Europeans
Herewith are some bargains offered, rocco, and first to go to war, as thom many Germans might indeed
But here is the story of Mullens' to his credit in the field of statesby the New Mexican PrintlngCom-- ' would have been inevitable, with the have been in danger, since there were life and if you did not make his inti manship. He i3 an ardent woman's
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the! powers hostile to such an act on her no French troops in the south, and mate acquaintance at the last legisla suffragist and yet, defeated a woman
Territory of New Mexico, 1897. sheep part. The course of events will
nc forces of the Sultan which could tive session, in which he was one of opponent for county school superin$1; paper bound. 75c. Missouri ways prove to be more powerful than be counted on. At any rate, several the most active members, you can tendent in a Democratic primary, and
pro German firms feared that their in
in 189fi.
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in and achieved.
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spending time or
it tween the two, time was spent in Mexico without
course of the Moroccan question
was inconceivable
that
Germany baching, translating from English in- money. He favors election reforms,
should suddenly wish to conquer Mo- to Spanish and
playing and made his "moneyless" race to
roccan territory. Even during the politics, holding office and doing a few :iLow that "an honest man does not
most critical moments of the whole other stunts on the side.
require a boodle fund."
Mr. Mullens is a past Xoble Grand
affair Germany had always ehiphatic-ailThe boy accompanied his grandI
S
declared that she pursued only father, who was a Masonic instructor, of the Order of Odd Fellows, a past
economic interests in Morocco, and over the greater part of Xorth Ameri- Chief Patriarch of the Endowment
this with good reason. For Germany ca, from Canada to the Isthmus. At branch of that order; a member of
the occupation of some part of Mo- intervals, he attended the public the Rebekah lodge, a member of
rocco apart from the war which no schools and Baylor University where Osnton Wildy Xo. 1, the only comWHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
doubt would have ensued could his course was terminated when he pany of the militant branch in Xew
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mean nothing else than a long and vas sixteen years old by the death of Mexico. He is also a past chancellor
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The New Mexican is the oldest new spaper In New Mexico. It is sent to
every postotfice in the Territory, and bas a large and growing circulation
anions tb Intelligent and progress!? people of the Southwest.

I

a prince of town boosters himself:
"The Carlsbad Argus calls attention
In a local pulpit this week, the
.
to an often, yes, generally overlooked
son was impressed that popularity i.
the
a poor guide for conduct; that popu- Jn th(j ya,.
towng
othpr
lanty is a frail reed upon which to ,
newsnauer cor- ll nuiu""
lt?U!l , mat UIC .1111
A. M. Howe
like
Men
seeks the approval of his own consci- respondents.
of Carlsbad, with a dozen or feo papers
ence and of the great precepts of right on their
send out hundreds of
or wrong, is far better off in every re- columns string,
of stuff every year that is
spect, than the man or woman who priceless in its advertising value.
bows to every passing popular breeze.
They are being conutantly called upSubstantial reasons were given for on
to write special articles, for
this, but the real cause of popular fal- which they seldom get a cent, and
The
this:
omitted.
is
was
It
libility
still more seldom any thanks. The
people as a mass form- opinions with- year round they are allowed to give
in
out the knowledge of all the facts
their brains and skill in preparing litA man is
the case. To illustrate:
of all kinds, with the same reerature
seen running down the street with a
compense. No other class of men in
one
Some
hands.
in
his
bread
loaf of
the world would be patriotic enough
cries: "Stop Thief!" Soon a mob is to meet this constant touch without
That some return for it. As it is the bene"Thief!"
in pursuit crying:
mob's judgment is deduced from the fit of the
advertising comes mostly to
tacts it knew, and that far it correct. the real estate men, and after that to
Inform those 3nme people that the the whole community.
One would
starvman .stole tho bread to feei
think that there would be a
naturally
ing child or to save a life; and it very lively appreciation of the local
slinks away. Add to it, that the man newspaper men and the correspond
a loaf of
"was running away with
ents, and there is among some. The
bread he had paid for, and the mob's rest serenely eat the meat, and think
judgment immediately veers to praise that the brain squad should he satisand acclaim.
fied with a uttle gravy occasionally."
It is not therefore that the voice ot
the people is fickle, or that it is falli
THE MERCHANT MARINE.
ble, but that it is too quick to express
A bill has been introduced in Conitself; that every aspect of a given
case should be presented to the peo- gress to permit American ships to
ple in order to secure j ist judgment. pass through the Panama Canal withThere 's nothing more just, more in out paying tolls. Other bills provide
fallible, on this earth than public for subsidies for carrying the mails.
opinion if based on correct and com- At the same time, both houses are to
plete information.
investigate what is considered a monThat is where press, pulpit and ros- opoly of the carrying trade between
trum have a duty to perform. They American and South American ports.
must present all sides of a given oc It appears, that there is a big enough
currence; they must argue from every Merchant Marine owned by capital in
known premise; they must not be fan- this country but that for some reason
for the public con- or
atical or
other, it prefers to fly the flag of
science is far more sensitive than other nations. The protective tariff is
much
to
believe;
many are willing
given as one reason; subsidies paid
more quick to resent injustice and by other nations is a second reason;
hypocrisy than is apparent on the sur- the unwillingness of American young
face. The voice of the people is in- men to go to sea is a third reason.
deed the voice of God, provided the Half a dozen other causes are ascribpeople have full information.
ed but they all 3immer down to the
The following from Leslie's, while fact that it pays better to own a ship
it conveys the lesson that the crowd flying a foreign flag than it does to.
Bhould be animated by reason, by high own one sailing under the American
ideals and noble impulses, is therefore flag.
Say the February Popular Mechanonly half the truth, for those impulses
already exist even though faultily ex- ics Magazine:
pressed, because of lack of knowledge,
"As we approach the opening of the
a. lack which can be overcome only by Panama
anal, we are forcibly rethat great boon of the modern age, minded of our utter lack of a mer"Publicity."
chant marine. Half a century and
"The crowd never reasons. It is more ago, nearly fifty per cent of our
moved by impulse. It is carried away fortign trade was carried in ships flyby any commanding figure. It deals ing the American flag. In 1910 this
It tries experi- had dwindled to only eight per cent.
with superficialities.
ments without working out the theory
"Of the ninety-twper cent, the
on which the experiments are based.
is
in vessels beshipped
greater
part
Gustave ue Bon, the French writer, in
to England and Germany. A
his famous study of the crowd, says, longing
na'Little adapted to reasoning, crowds, war, therefore, between those two
on the contrary, are quick to act. As tions an event for which we on this
can see no necessity, but of which
a result of their present organization, side
their strength has become immense. the newspapers of those countries perThe dogmas whose birth we are wit- sist in talking would mean that most
all our exports afloat would immedinessing will soon have the force of
The Engthe old dogmas; that is to say, the ty- ately become contraband.
rannical and sovereign force of being lish would capture and seize as many
as possible,
above discussion. The divine right of German merchan"ien
and the Germans would do the same
divmasses
to
is about
the
replace the
to vessels flying the English flag. As
ine right of kings.'
no insurance could be had, or only at
an
"There may be
excise for an up- prohibitive rates, the result would be
rising of the crowds in lands where an immediate shutting down on our
the people have ueen oppressed, the export trade. The merchantmen of
right of suffrage denied and where the neutral nations would naturally then
power of the aristocratic few has over- become our carriers to a larger exridden the many. But in this country tent that at present, and, loaded with
no aristocracy is recognized and no our
exports clearing for other counroyal family plays its favorites. Ev- tries than those at war, would doubtery man. under our constitution, is on less be immune, thoivch always suben equality. He need only make the
ject to the annoyance of being stopbest of his opportunity. The employe ped and searched. Under most favorof today may become the employer of able
conditions, however, it will readitomorrow. The rail splitter, the canal ly be seen to what extent we should
driver, the humble student of the law be the losers.
all may aspire to the presidency.
"Already our manufacturers are
Here democracy has found its highest
seeking
export trade and in the next
justification and its best exemplifica ten
years this branch of business is
tion.
to enlist the services of our
"In a country like ours, the crowd going
We
brightest
captains of industry.
constitutes
abthe
that
majority can
to learn foreign lanmuch
have
solutely control. All the more, thereforeign requirements, and
fore, should it be animated by reason, guages, methods
of doing business.
by high ideals and noble impulses. foreign
Such a crowd should not be brutal, That the American young business
barbaric and powerful alone for de- man will enter his new work with the
struction. It should be rational, con- same impetuous, unsparing and confident spirit with which he has solved
structive, civilizing and progressive." other new
and difficult problems,
But in it all he
there is no doubt.
REAL PATRIOTS.
will meet with a great handicap, unThe publicity men who are day in less there can be a revival of our
end day out advertising the advan- merchant marine. And to this end
tages of their particular town or sec- we are all vitally interested, the fartion or of the entire state, seldom re- mer, the country merchant, the bankceive the recognition that they merit. er, the manufacturer. None but would
Men like A. M. Hove at Carlst'id, It. share in the upbuilding of our exBedicheck at Deming; J. B. Under- ports; hence the individual citizen at
wood at Willard; and a host of others, large, even though a thousand miles
lor each community has its unofficial from salt water, has a positive, per
booster, give tueir time, talent and sonal interest in a revived American
of their shipping."
energy to the
town and state, and that free of
Santa Fe has had a long
charge.
Again, the New Mexican- wishes to
line of writers who have for years reiterate, that the appointment of WilfHled magazines and papers with arti- liam H. Pope to be federal judge, and
cles descriptive of the ancient city, of S. B. Davis to be U. S. attorney, rethe beauty and interest of its sur- flects credit on President Taft, on the
of new state, and on the Republican orroundings, and quite a number
them have already gone down to their ganization which heartily endorsed
graves unhallowed and unsung, de- both candidates. There is a new zest
spite what uey have achieved toward to life in the Sunshine State with men
making Santa Fe prosperous and well of that probity, sound senses and cali
known. Says Will Robinson In the ber holding these all Important posi- Koswell Register Tribune, and Will is tions.
THE MOB.
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GENERAL SITUATION IN
CUBA GREATLY IMPROVED.

.
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HUMOR ENOUGH.
few days ago a young woman
availed herself of the special privileges incidental to leap year, and pro
posed to her favorite young man.
and
Being accepted in a prompt
downright manner, she went out and
sot an engagement ring and placed it
on the finger of her affianced.
Then the young woman's father
heard of the matter; and meeting the
young man on the street, he threw him
down and sat on him and took the
ring from his hand. Then he warned
the young fellow not to come around
any more, at least until after the expiration of leap year.
It seems scarcely necessary to add
that all this happened in Chanute,
Kan., of course.
The conclusion to be drawn is that
the people in Kansas take things far
too' seriously.
The young Chanute
woman should not have believed so
implicitly in the pleasant jest which
has to do with leap year; and her fa
ther need not have been so terribly
in earnest, merely because his daughter cast aside one of the conventions.
It would be a sad world without a
little humor interspersed through the
gray fabric of life. But perhaps Cha
nute, Kan., feels that it has contributed sufficiently to the gayety of
nations merely by existing.
A

In order to extend the usefulness of
the public library, the committee of
the Woman's Board of Trade in
charge, has arranged for a "Children's Story Telling Hour," tomorrow
afternoon.
To form a taste for good
literature, to plant a desire to enter
the land of lofty imagination, to inculcate the thirst for knowledge is to
dc more for the happiness of humanity than to discover new gold mines or
s
to create new industries. This
Hour is another step toward the
Civic Center idea; the logical consummation that schools, churches, all
public buildings should be available
to the public all hours of the day for
any civic purpose from holding a pri
mary to a neighborhood dance, and
that to close them half or
of the time is an inexcusable
waste of public money that some day
will be regarded as great a crime as
embezzlement.
The Children's Hour
should prove very attractive to the
young folk and should receive the
of the older
intelligent
people.

,Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican I
Washington, D. C, Jan. 19 Reports
received at the State Department
from Cuba indicates that the general
situation is greatly improved, although no positive developments are
expected in the near future.

Record of Conservation of McManigal
With Detective Taken by a
Dictograph.
(By Special Leased Wire to NfT Mexican)
New York Jan. 19. District Attorney J. D. Fredericks of Los Angeles,
is in this city working on details of
the larger dynamiting inquiry that is
now going on in various parts of the

j
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country.

He said today that more than 100
"My dear, we can't go on In this
cases are involved, cases of which the way. You simply must find some way
officials of the law have positive rec- to cut down your household expenses."
"I've been cutting them down right
ords.
along. Twice last week I refrained
Overheard by Dictograph.
from ordering celery, and on ThursIndianapolis, Ind., Jan. j9. P. J.
I telephoned to my dressmaker,
Caoney, said to have been employed day
ten cents car fare that would
as an investigator in gathering evi- saving
have been wasted if I had gone to
dence for the defense of the McNa-mar- a
try on my new gown, which wasn't
brothers, at Los Alige.es, and ready. So you see I'm doing my best
George Behm, who figured in the evi- But you can't expect me to do all the
dence taken by the prosecution, testi
economizing. What are you doing to
fied in- the Federal Grand Jury's in reduce your
expenses?"
How can
vestigation of the dynamite conspira"Me? Great heavens!
cy today.
you ask such a thing? I saved $600
Cooney's relations with the attor last week."
"Six hundred dollars? Why, George,
neys for the McNamaras, the amount
oi money he was allowed for his in you haven't got $600 to save."
"I know it, but I saved it all the
vestigations and the methods he employed were investigated. Behm was OaillC. rt. 111C11U Ul 1MI11C, nuv v.ii"...one of the persons who was allowed to have Inside Information concernto visit Ortie McManigal in his cell at ing Steel, gave me a pointer, and if I

BANK

NATIONAL

Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all .markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and. foreign exchange a nd makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
. liberal
terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products." The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking
ng

money-transmitti-

Officers.
R.

J.

J.

President.

PALEN,

B. READ. Cashier.

F. McKANE,

L. A. HUGHES,

Assistant Cashier.

-

had borrowed $600 and done as he adLos Angeles.
A record of their conversation was vised I'd have lost every cent of it."
taken by the prosecution through a
dictograph.
Live and Learn.
Labor Leaders Watched.
Probably most of those poor chilSt. Louis, Mo., Jan. 19. That the dren of London who are receiving the
cure that is being talked
movements in St. Louis of prominent
labor leaders is being traced by the about have never been to the seaDepartment of Justice of Washington side in their lives. There is a story
in connection with the dynamiting told of a party of such who were
plots of the McNamara brothers is in- given a day at a popular resort. When
dicated by a letter received from that taken on to the beach the little
department by Room Clerk Frank scamps hastily threw off their clothes
and rushed Into the water for-- a
Schilling of the Southern hotel.
Tveitmoe's name is on the register frolic. One, who had never been by
of the hotel under the date of Novem- the sea before, got his mouth full of
soon
ber 27, 1910, together with Samuel water. "Why," he exclaimed asthrowas he could, "some one's been
W.
M.
F.
of
Gompers,
Chicago,
Ryan
.'
...-J. O'Connell of New York, John J. ing salt in!"
Hynes and F. J. McNulty of New
York according to Schilling.
FOLLOWED INSTRUCTIONS.
The labor leaders were here at that
time to attend a conference of the
American Federation of Labor, Schilling said.
Where Dynamite Was Kept.
Los Angeles, Calif. Jan. 19. The
in the case of Bert H. Conners,
There are some parallels between jiry
alleged
dynamite plotter, made a trip
the political situation in China and to the Labor
today to view
the political situation in New Mexico. the basement Temple
where the defendant
was said to have kept explosives. It
OWNER OF DIAMONDS FOUND
was stated by,,G. Ray Horton, deputy
AFTER NINETEEN YEARS, district
attorney, that the conditions
there corroborated testimony offered
it
to
Even
Advertise
Though
Pays
by Joseph B. Bishop, a court detecTake. Two Decades to Garner
tive, who declared that Conners had
the Results.
shown him two sticks of dynamite in
sea-wat-

j

PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

4

:

How About

That Fire Insurance?

Child-rt-.ni-

d

THREE KILLED IN
A BOILER EXPLOSION.

--

Then Act!

THE IVOULTONESPE COMPANY
GENERAL AGENTS.

SANTA FE, N. M.

:

-

-

THE PALACE
AND

THE MONTEZUMA
Santa Fe,

New Mexico.

(

HOTELS

Under the Same Management.

Now

The only GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Rooms
en suit with private baths. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.

THOS. DORAN, Proprietor
Large Sample Rooms..
the basement.
When the jurors returned to court
they heard testimony in rebuttal by
at whose
Mrs. Ella B. Musgrave,
heme Conners had been a lodger.
Her statements were contrary to
many made by (J. Mansell Parks, an-aShort Orders run Day & Night. Regular Meals 25c.
other county detective, who was
Bridget Yis, mum, an" 01 made the
the
assistant of Conners
and
caused
Hot & Cold Baths.
'
Electric Lights
chicken broth.
Furnished rooms in connection.
latter's arrest.
Mistress What did you do with it?
G. LU?E HERRERA, Prop
::
::
Bridget Shure an' Oi fed it to the 222 San Francisco Street

Coronado Restaurant

n

CHICAGO HAS BUTTER
AND EGG TRUST.

chickens, mum.

,

But Uncle Samuel Is Preparing
Break It Up and Punish

to

NOT SURPRISING.

FIRST CLAS5 HACK SERVICE

the Promoters.

For hire at papular prleaa

Makes Men's Fine

one-hal-

.

MANUFACTURERS

Xr $4Shoe

Tuesday, January 23

WE WAXRAWT THEM

f

Sam Connor,

,

iHtaiD.firilfitiSioeCa'!
JSUOE

ELK'S THEATRE

115.

Masalo 99;
Secrete 100; Moralight 101; Robert
102; X Royal Tea 106; Racquette 108;
Manasseh 109; Millo 111; Tourist 113.
Fourth race,: selling one mile. X
Star Venus 9S; Maizie Girl 101; Misprision, Minnolette 103; Little March-nton- t
103; Chaticior, i Ocean
Queen
106; Zulu 108; Judge" Walton 111.
' one
mile. X
Fifth race, selling,
Louise B 93; X Oscuro 95; Chess 98;
Heretic 100; Ben Uneas 103; New
Onatassa 108.
PEOPLE OF MACEDONIA
Capital, St. Orloff-105- ;
Sixth race, selling, six furlongs. W.
PETITION THE POWERS.
H Ford, 100; Marsand 103;
Flying
Recent Dynamite Outrages in That Pearl 106; Coppertown 108; Annual
Interest, Hidden Hand, Toy Boy 115,
Region No Doubt Caused Fear
X Apprentice allowance.
of Reprisals.
(Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Constantinople, Jan. 19. The peo KING GEORGE AND QUEEN
ple of Macedonia have prepared a
MARY ARRIVE AT SUEZ,
secret petition to the powers, asking
for intervention, according to the re- (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
port of the commission of inquiry
Suez, Jan. 19. King George and
sent by the Ottoman government to Queen Mary arrived here today on
investigate the conditions in Mace board the Steamer Medina, on their
donia shortly after the recent dyna- return journey to England from In- mite outrages in that region.
ilia.
... .,..,
..
.
v.

M

Dress Shoes

V

Third race, selling, five and

a

GRIFFITH

SUPREME COURT HEARS
ARGUMENTS IN WILL CONTEST

furlongs.

Wuaglet and aaddla haroaa.
:
THEODORE CORilCK, Frtp.
UNfi
Phana Black 1&

HACK

COIRICK'S

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
111.,
Jan. 19. Records
Chicago,
which the government contends win
show members of the Chicago Butter
and Egg Board also were affiliated
with the Eigiri Board of Trade, and
to
that they worked in conjunction
fix the price of butter and eggs were
introduced in evidence today in the
hearing before Master in Chancery
Morrison.

Dac-tyli-

Oakland, Calif., Jan. 19. Four police officers and six prisoners were
seriously injured in a collision today
between a trolley car and the wagon
in which thirty-on- e
city jail prisoners
were being taken to the quarries for
their day's work. Officer
Michael
Powers received injuries which may
result fatally while several of the
prisoners were badly hurt. None es
caped.

Think About It!

Tit-Bits-

Wire to New Mexican)
(By Special
San Francisco, Calif., Jan. 19. The
Nine Persons Saved From Sinking supreme. court i.eo-- d arguments today
Steamer Pilot House Ripped
iu the contest for the millions of the
From Superstructure.
lute E. J. (Lucky) Baldwin. Attorneys
representing Lillian Ashley Turnbull,
She That Mr. Scarey is the most
(By Special Leased tTrre to r?ew Mexican) and her daughter Beatrice Anita, the
chicken-heartefellow I ever met
Portland, Oregon, Jan. 19. Three contestants, sought to obtain an apHe Possibly he was an incubator
persons were instantly killed today peal from the decision of the superior
baby.
when the boiler of tne river steamer, court of Los
Angeles.
Sarah Dixon, exploded just uefore
midnight, four miles south of Kalama, ENTRIES FOR THE JUAREZ
and the pilot house was ripped from
RACES TOMORROW.
the superstructure.
Chief Engineer Chester L. Lewis
By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
says he is unable to explain the exJuarez, Mex., Jan. 19. Entries for
tomorrow: First race selling maidens,
plosion.
The dead are Captain Fred Stinson, 3 year old and upwards, five furMate Arthur Menical, and a deck longs. X Hazel C 94; Ailsa Paige 99;
Season
hand.
Hugh Gray, Big Sandy 10; John R. The One Best Bet
Nine persons were saved from the Clay 104; X Little Leyva 110; Parnell
HENRY
BLOSSOM'S
MASTERPIECE
Girl, Eolyn 111; Ben Wilson, Big
sinking steamer.
Claim, Harvest Fly, Phil Connor, Doll
Pcy 113; X Wings of the Morning
FOUR POLICE OFFICERS,
Everywhere the First
SIX PRISONERS INJURED. 115; Crowfoot, 116.
Under the Wire
Second race, selling six furlongs.
k a
Battle
Rose
Worth
Booger
103;
Michael
97;
Die
Powers
From
May
s
Biack
of
the
Belle
Domino,
Bay,
Wounds Received in Collision
106; X Serenade 10S; Mapleton
of Trolley Car.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)

FULLY PROTECTED ?

,

three-quarte-

(By Special teased Wire to New Mfxlcanl
San Francisco, Calif., Jan. 19. After searching for 19 years for the own
er of diamonds lost in Chicago, Mrs.
B. L. Marks has at last discovered
the owner, Mrs. H. C. Turner, pf
Louisville, Ky., by a freak of chance
that reads like a chapter of fiction. A
n an named McFadden came to San
Francisco last year in a wagon in
which he had crossed the plains. His
horses were in bad condition and involved him in trouble with the authorities. McFadden found help in a
of
Mrs.
husband
liveryman, the
Marks. Marks was examining
the
McFadden prairie
schooner
when
among some old newspapers in the
bottom he saw a want-awith a description of lost diamonds which tallied with those held by Mrs. Marks.
The ad was torn and the obliterated address read: "Mr. Tur
, Third
Street, Louisville."
On this clew Mrs. Marks wrote to
the Louisville police for an investigation. Mrs. Turner sent proof of
ownership, which was received here
last night together with an offer of
Restoration .will be
$100 reward.
made at once.

IS YOUR PROPERTY

100

Sir

Biggest slaughter sale ever pulled off in this city
BOYS' AND MEN'S SHOES

Racing Plays
the Original
Kirke LaShelle Production

IONLY COMPANY
That has ever played this Fascinating Character Comedy,

At Cost' All

" BELOW COST ALL

'

''

"PUSH" MILLER
Prices 75c, $1.00

k $1.50

Store on
Seats on Hale at Fischer's Drug
Saturday. January 80.

Standard Lines
ODD SIZES AND STYLES

them now it will pay you to buy and hold
sales on these SPECIAL PRICES are for

If you do not need

them.

All

SPOT CASH ONLY.

including

DAVE BRAHAM

,

For two weeks only to make room
for Spring Stock

.

To Be Presented Here with

"

Griffith's

.,yJWIIlW-',-

It goes with a racer's triumph'
ant rush, and you say it is
the Greatest of all

ViWJ

SHOE SAL

People on the Stage

la His Original Role cf

t,

Dther $5 Shoe Made

B.

TONNIES

204

West Palace Avenue.

I
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1$, 1912.
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court records and court funds of the IMPROVEMENTS BY POSTAL
county. The accounts of Taos county
TELEGRAPH COMPANY.
were checked by John Joerns, travel
ing auditor.
Operator to Assist Manager DeArcy
William Johnson, special agent for
on Account of Great Increase
Dr. W. J. Brown, the ranchman
in Business.
from EsiianoJa, is a guest at the Mon- the Denver & Kio Grande railroad
tezuma.
jwilh headquarters in Alamosa, is in
The Postal Telegraph
Company,
Architect I. H. Rapp will leave this 'the city looking for some box car
who broke jail after he had who recently moved its office into the
evening for Trinidad, Colorado,
to thieves
rounded them up.
new building of the New Mexican
spend several days.
Mr. and Mrs. George S. Blunt came Printing Company, owing to a steady
C. N. Blackwell, the banker of RaMrs. increase in business, will hereafter
Your Patronage Solicited
ton, arrived in the city last night and down from Santa Fe Friday.
Blunt submitted five year proof on employ two men to handle its business
to-da- y,
registered at the Palace.
we
F. AV. Drake, of the Santa Barbara claim south of town filed on by her in S'mta Fe. J. p. Smith of Raton.
Pole and Tie Company, arrived in the mother, Mrs. Petra Duran, deceased. who for the past eight months has
1. B. LAUGHLIN, President
H. F. STEPHENS, Cashier,
Moriarty Messenger.
been Associated Press Operator for
city from Tres Piedras yesterday.
Harvey B. Ferguspon, Jr., son of the Raton Range, arrived last night
W. E. GRIFFIN Asst. Cashier '
J. H. Crist has gone to Lumbtrton,
left last with his family to
Kergusson,
Rio. Arriba county, to attend to legal Congressman
accept the position
business.
He will be gone several night for Washington, where he will of operator for the Postal Telegraph
become housespend the winter with his father. Company under Manager
days.
DeArcy. Mr.
hold word
comwise
of
Teodocio Ortiz, clerk of the school While there he will study law in Co- Smith will enter upon his duties Sat
University.
Albuqiuique urday, and the office 5T the Postal will
district of Xambe, is in the city on lumbian
This
on
Established 1856.
Incorporated 1903.
business connected with the schools Herald.
be kept open continuously from 8 a.
only--ju- st
3
5
I. Cusack, who is getting out
a
J.
of that town.
m. to 9 p. m., instead of closing duredition for the Albuquerque
meal hours, as has been the case
Henry Pollard, who ran for county! special
ing
Morning Journal, and who has been heretofore.
PIECES OF HIGH CLASS LACES
superintendent of schools on the Dem- m
Sunday hours will be
the
the
past
city
week,
soliciting
ocratic ticket, has just returned from
maintained as usual, S a. m. to 10 a.
refor
aavertisements
the
edition,
a visit to his home in Santa Cruz.
sell up
m. and 4 p. m. to
now
m. Manager
p.
Probate Judge Julius Staab, re- turned to his home in Albuquerque DeArcy has a branch telegraph office
last
night.
turned last night from Santa Fe,
J. J. Luke, superintendent of the at his residence and may be reached
PIECES THAT SELL UP TO
where he went to witness the inaugur- fourth division of the Denver & Rio there by telephone after the downal of Governor McDonald. Albuquer- town
office
at.
has
been
closed
night
Grande railroad, arrived in the city
now
no
less, a 1
que Herald.'
last night from Alamosa in his private or on Sundays, and will transmit
A. A. Jones, chairman of the Demo-- !
car. He is here on business connect- promptly any telegrams telephoned
cratic central committee, who has ed with the road and will return to him.
in
been in the city for the past few days, his home
today.
.t-- ;
of
You
returned to nis home in Las Vegas
AGAIN
WHEAT
DROPS
Nathan Jaffa, former secretary of
last evening.
BELOW DOLLAR MARK.
soon
need
New Mexico, and family will, if their
Meliton Torres,
chairman of the
uo noi miscarry, return to tneir
piaus
Democratic Central committee for So- former
home in Roswell early next Forecast of Larger World Shipments
corro county, was in the city yesterOther Than From America,
week. Mr. Jaffa intends to devote his
day, returning home from Santa Fe.
Had Bad Effect.
time for the present to his private
Albuquerque Herald.
We will leave
banking and other business interests.
do
you if you
Howell Ernest of Clayton,
Union
(By Special Leased 'Wire to New Mexican)
James O'Byrne, accompanied
by
if
do
111., Jan. If).
ffl county, has been the
A
is,
of
Com-forecast
you
Chicago,
of
you
guests
his daughter, Miss Sadie O'Byrne, re9 4
missioner of Public Lands and .Mrs. turned
larger world shipments other than
last night from Santa Fe after from
R
I. ...
P KVuion tho lnff
America had a depressing effect
in
several
the
spending
Capital
days
ffl over the
on wheat. Ot the outset, howtoday
inauguration.
Mr.
O
and Miss
Byrne were
i
the
Mrs. A. C. Malette. who has heen City.
ever,
market here was firm as a
among the Las Vegas delegation who
in the city for some time, departed went to
Pacific
Santa Fe Sunday to attend result partly of reports
last evening for Los Angeles, Cal., to the
of the first state offi- Coast wheat was in good demand at
inaugural
join her husband who is in the auto- cers. Las Vegas
Liverpool. Opening prices were unTailor-Mad- e
Optic.
to
mobile, business there.
Me higher.
May
in changed
Arthur
Everitt
spent
yesterday
to lot)
a gain of
James A. French, government en- - Santa Fe. Attorney C. D. Cleveland started at 100
Exclusive ROYAL TAILOR Dealers.
The PRICE MAKER of the City.
shade to
but declined to
f? g'neer whose headquarters are in El
of Santa Fe, is registered at the Alva-vadPHONOGRAPH
Exclusive.VICTOR
99
Dealer.
The close was steady, with
Paso, returned to that place last eve
Thomas B. Catron of Santa Fe,
a gain of
ning. Mr. French has been in tihe endidate for the U. S. Senate, was a May at 100
city looking up records.
Generally iavorable weather made
visitor in Albuquerque yesterday and
Good Roads Engineer W. R. Smythe
lower to
attended the banquet last night at corn easy. May opened
returned last night from a short busi- the Alvarado in honor of
at 0(1 to 0G
and de
higher
Ira
Judge
ness trip to Santa Fe. Mr. Smythe Abbott.
C
The close
of Santa Fe, scended to 05
Ralph
Easley
was a visitor in Santa Fe during the came down
was steady at GO
for May un
WWIIII III! I )
yesterday. Albuquerque
Las Vegas Optic.
inauguration.
changed.
virj!
Journal.
P. O. Box, 219.
Judge and Mrs. Frank W. Parker
Phone 36
rair selling oi oats carried mat ce
left the city yesterday for their home
real down. May started a sixteen off
in Las Cruces. Judge Parker will re- BOARD OF EDUCATION
to a similar advance at 49
to
HELD
MEETING
YESTERDAY.
turn to the Capital Monday for the
i
Provisions were weak. First sales
meeting of u.e State Supreme Court.
Financial Report Submitted
We are offering two COMPLETE MODERN
by the were
lower.
Mrs. Ralph Henderson,
unchanged to 7
the well
Treasurer Purchase of Musiwas
HOMES in State Capital at exceptional prices.
at
10.25
for
known violinist of Albuquerque, who
9.47
May
for
pork;
cal Charts Is Authorized.
will assist Miss Mary McFie at their
lard, and S.S0 for ribs.
It will pay you to make inquiry about them.
recital tonight at the Elks' theatre,
The school board met yesterday aftUNION LABOR OF ARIZONA
arrived in the city on the noon train. ernoon in the office of the
TO FORM FEDERATION.
Antonio Rivera, clerk of Taos coun
of the city schools at the call of
ty,- left the city yesterday with
the the president, Jose D. Sena, Fritz
Convention Called at Phoenix to ExRoom 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
Muller, Dr. David Knapp, Dr. J. A.
ert Pressure Upon First State
Rolls and James Seligman, members
Legislature.
of the board, also being present.
T.
Ai
Chiropody, Vacuum Treatment.
B. Catron and Dr. J. B. Sloan were abto New Mextcanl
sent. The board authorized the pur- (By Special sensed Wire
J
Phoenix, Ariz., Jan. 19. Union lananrteiiff Tallinn L.
L.u
chase of musical charts for the First
men from all parts of Arizona will
JS JS X
$ .P8itiYely cured. Pimples, blackheads, and Second grades thereby savtng the bor
meet here tomorrow to organize a
iff; facial lines, absolutely removed.
AN children
k
of
the
separbuying
expense
state federation of labor. The call is
mnas or nair wotk done.
ate text books. Towels were ordered to the unions of the
Uate, asking each
MRS. R. LOPEZ,
for the domestic science department. one to send
three delegates.
Phone 5075
343 San Francisco St,
The salary of Miss Maud Hancock
The object of the gathering, in adwas raised from $60.00 to $G5.00
a dition to
forming the state organizamonth as principal of the First Ward
FOR
ft
tion, in the words of the call, is "to
school. Deputy Sheriff Scferino Baca take such
steps as may be deemed adchosen to collect the poll tax and visable to
LADIES, MISSES AND CHILDREN,
5!!
UU towastake
INSURANCE, SURETV BONDS, REAL ESTATE.
protect the interests of laU.
the school census. After auth- bor at the session of the first state
New and
orizing the payment of vouchers preA
119 San Francisco St j
Phone, Red 189.
Staple and Fancy Groceries sented, the board listened to the re- legislature."
i.
ports by the superintendent and
K
treasurer.
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
The treasurer's report showed the
K
Your druggist will refund money if
following:
Building fund, $19.16.80; PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any
DRY
ADOLF
GO.
or
general fund, $3,154.22; $1,438 as the case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding
share of the city from the state fund, Protracting Piles in 6 to 14 days. 50c
an amount of seventy cents a pupil;
BEGINNING TUESDAY,
interest fund, $774.69. This interest
U not due until April and the amount
Ladies'
Ladies', Misses' and Children's Coats
U $700.00; $3,700.00 in notes on the
Santa Fe building and Loan Associawill be on sale at the GREATEST REDUCTIONS ever offered
tion and $7GS.C9 in stock in the same
in Santa Fe. This sale will continue one week only. We excorporation.

UNITED STATES BANK

TRUST CO,

&

PERSONAL MENTION

CAPITAL $50,000 00

a General Banking Business

Does

Just to "drive dull days away," beginning
are placing our

Annual Sale of Laces on the Counter.

Our Annual White Sales have
a
this
among the
buyers
week's "White Sale" is
munity.
Laces
two prices, cts. and cts.

GOING AT COST

150 that

U

3c

at

to 25c,

usually

j

30c,

(00

OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF

at c,

5c

more or

j

Such bargains as these are very rare
the East.
large department stores
lace
for the spring sewing.

Ladies V

j

Misses' and
nt

t

t

umoren s

the

will

200
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You Can Save Up to
want to
it to
The only thing
want to
it,
better hurry.

this.

W. N. TOWNSEND &

0.

had

j

tht

Suits and Coats.

8

SWEATERS

c

c

SELIGiN

c

nflMPANY

BROS

c

HOMES FOR SALE

4:--

2

i

WANTED
FURNISHED

JOSEPH

Maniucring,

HOUSES

B.

HAYWARD, MANAGER,

Massaging,
!

FOR RENT

AT COST GOATS

i

I
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a

ALSO LADIES' SUITS.

Suits,

pect to close out this entire stock, making room for NEW

JULIUS H. GERDES,

anything in this

I

San Francisco St,
Santa Fe, New Mex.

Pay

ARTICLE OF

Fancy Apples, Per Box, $1.50

"

OUR

LARQE
AND COMPLETE STOCK ESPECIALLY ADAPTED
FOR THE HOLIDAY SEASON
us a visit ere making your selection. Our
prices are
always as low as the lowest.

Reliable

h.

,

C. YONTZ,

Choice,

"
Cooking

"SSr

MULLIGAN & RISING,

H.

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

License Numbers,

.
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E

Day or Night Phone, f JO Red.
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Box,
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7 lbs.

"

Per Box,
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"

8 lbs. for
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ELK'S THEATRE

COLLISION BETWEEN
PASSENGER AND FREIGHT.

HEAD-O-

Oil Operator Seriously
jured and Several Others

Wealthy

In- -

Slightly Hurt.
(By Special Leased Wlr t New Mexican)
Cheyenne, Wyo., Jan. 19. Mrs. L.
C. Harnsberg, of Washington, D. C,
a wealthy oil operator, was seriouslj
injured today in a head on collision
between a west bound passenger and
eastbound freight on the Wyoming &
Northwestern railroad several miles
west of Casper. The wreck was caused by the freight crew trying to
make a siding at Waltman
on the
time of the passenger which wast
running late. Several other passengers were slightly hurt.
ROOT ADDRESSES NEW
YORK STATE ASSOCIATION.
(By Special Leased 'Wire to JJew Mexican)
New York, N. Y. Jan. 19. Lawyers
from many parts of the country were
annupresent today at the thirty-fiftal meeting of the New York State
Bar Association.
United States Senator Elihu Root addressed the convention on "Judicial Decisions and Public Feeling."
h

CO.

Staple and Fancy Groceries

to Postoffice.

S

Special
Prices
On Apples

While They Last

THE GIFT STORE
EVERY

GOODS

SELIGMAN

January Clearing Sale

SPRING GOODS, and ask those who want
line to come early and make first selections.

AND

Friday, Jan. 19,

1912

UNDER AUSPICES OF

Santa Fe Lodge,
No. 460 B. P.

0.

E.

White Enamel

McFie
DRAMATIC

MEZZO-SOPRAN-

Assisted by

Miss Lillian Hesselden,
Mrs. Chas. Cunningham,
Mrs. Lola B. Henderson.

Room

CIRCASSIAN WALNUT
THE SWELLEST FURNITURE
AKERS-WAGNE-

COMPANY.

MEN

&

Son

AND

J

WOMEN

WANTED

POSITIONS.

FOR GOVERNMENT

Free booklet tells about 360,000
protected positions in U. S. Civil Servacancies
More than 40,000
vice.
carpenters:
lifetime
every year,
employment.
and cabinet makers.
Easy to get. Just ask for examlna.
N2w Mexico Civil Sertion booklet.
vice School, Albuquerque, N. M, Box
ORDER
TO
MADE
FURNITURE
SIGN PAINTING

Al Work Guaranteed

NEATLY

462.

DONE.

Phcne. Red

115

Try a New Mexican
brings results.

.

ON THE LAMP-I- TS

BUY.

CAN

FURNITURE AND

R

UNDERTAKING

J. P. Steed

YOU

Want A4,

in

CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL

sm

Listen! Why Not Get the Benefit of All the Light?
pay for, by having it right where
are using it. It saves
and
Our display rooms are
your light
you

on

bill

SAVES THE EYES.

open for your

inspection, and we have the finest line of Reading and Student Lamps that can be seen anywhere, and we will sell them
right. Get away from
the idea that these lamps areexpensive. Cheaper, cleaner,
give the maximum light, and better looking than anything you can get. c

IS --

Furniture

Had one in the window and sold it within
three days. We will have more. Take a
look at this " New Idea " Furniture. You
will like it.

THE

Mary

Bed

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT COMPANY, WASHINGTON STREET.

--

3

n
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St. Louis Rocky

Pacific

Railway

Company.

GENERAL OFFICES
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0
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Koetalor Junction
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1
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30
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9 32
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the frequenters of the play house
would be implacable enough to suggest, that the end did not justify the

Players

Something Really Worth While.
Sensational
evangelists and revival enthusiasts who tell us it is a
crime to laugh and enjoy ourselves in
' any way, should make it a point to
witness the performance of "The Missouri Girl," which comes to the Elks
Theatre on the evening of January

RATON NEW MEXICO.

In effect Dec, 3lst

(Read Down)

Plays

means.
"Checkers," is now in its eighth
season and from the success the
play has met with in every city vis- islatures in different states set about ited, it looks as if it would be good
for eight more seasons to come.
the suppression of it.
Most of the original members are
Racing on the stage, however, is
usually a pictorial and exciting in- still with the company, notably Dave
cident and betting upon it, both in Braham, Joseph Wilkes, George Mer-litCarrie Lamont, Pauline Eber-harthe impelling motives and the happy
and so on, down the long list,
consequences, turns to a highly sentimental business. Thus, in "Check- - one will find the familiar names, that
were placed upon the program, the
opening night of the play, eight seasons ago. There are over 100 people
employed on the stage, during the
great racing scene in the third act
which represents the famous betting
ring of the Washington Park Club,
Chicago, during the world's fair in
1S93.

Hotel Arrivals.

6 35
6 27
6 17
6 00

pim

S

Palace.

,p m

H. G. Coggeshall, City.
Mrs. Freeman, City.

tConnects at Colfax with E. P. & S W. Ry. train both North and South.
I Stage for Van Hoaten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, T. M.
Stage leaves Ute Park, X. M., for Elizabethtown, X. M., at 9:00 a. m. daily
except Sundays. Fare $2.00 one way, $o.50 round trip; fifty pound bag
gage carried free.
j. & s. train leaves ue Monies, .n. m., tor the south at 11:11 p. ra., ar
rives from the south at 4:38 a. m.
wfcsSPj;
L. C. WHITE
F. M. WILLIAMS,"
J. VAN HOUTEN,
V. P. G. M
G. P. Agent
Superintendent.

i
4
4

WEST:
USE THE

Q

fR

AIM D

MISS MARY McFIE.

Denver, Colorado

;

Springs and Pueblo

2

TICKETS AND RERERVATIONS AT

NEW

The fresh, clean comedy of the
piece eradicates the bile from the
removes
that everlasting
system,
grouch and makes one feel that life
is really worth while and agree with
Bill Barlow in "Sagebrush Philosophy," who says: "Live, laugh and love,
therefll come a time
when
you
29.

SHORTEST LINE TO

MEXICAN BUILDING OR UNION

ers,
Henry Blossom s great racing
play, which is to be presented here
Tuesday, January 23, at the Elks' the
ater, "The Gambler", if he is not exactly regenerated, is at least senti
mentalized- At the beginning, Checkers bets to
win money and to make "sport," but
can't."
when he runsacross the girl of his
m
choice, he bets her money, with all
"Checkers."
the skill he possesses, that he may
Betting on horse racing may be a v in her as well as for her. He suc'hard business proposition," when leg- - ceeds, and only sterner moralists than

DEPOT

New Mexico Military

Institute

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

The West Point

of the Southwest"
Ranked b7 United States War DeInitiatpartment as "Distinguished
ion." Army officers detailed by Wai
Department.
Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3vuU
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during the

i

Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
el! graduates from standard eastern
Ton buildings,
colleges.
throughly
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
In all respects.
REGENTS
E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Free.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON. Secretary,
and W. A. FINLEY.

MARKETKEP0RT

Superintendent

Closing Quotations.
New York, Jan. 19 Call money,
2
; prime paper, 3
silMexican dollars, 47; copRemov- ver, 56
per, 14.0014.15;
tin, 42.7042.88;
His
New Mexico.
lead, $4.404.50; amalgamated, 65
1 am
arranging to change my business location from Cedai sugar, 115
Atchison, 106; Great
Rapids, la., to El Paso, Tex., or some desirable point near by. I am Northern, 129
New York Central,!
30
shipping
Imported Stallions and Mammoth Jacks on January IS lus
wortnern Pacific, 118
I would like to
1912, being my first consignment.
Southern Pacific,
correspond with Reading, 156
all stockmen who are in need of Stallions, Jacks or Full Blood 110
Union Pacific, 168; steel, 67;
Mares. I can aiso furnish Registered Shorthorn and Hereford Bulls steel, pfd., 111.

W. L. DeCLOW,

4

America's Largest Horse and Jack Importer,
Business to
ing

-

and Registered Shropshire Bucks at very reasonable prices. Please
write me. If not in need yourself, please tell your neighbors.
W. DeCLOW.
Cedar Rapids Jack and Stallion Importing Farm, Cedar Rapids, la
have recently secured a special rate by express by which I can ship
Jacks at lower rates than ever before.
can ship jacks from Cedar
la, to Albuquerque, N. M for $55 each, to Phoenix, Ariz., for $104
I

I

Rap-Id-

each, and can reach other points at corresponding rates.

V

Montezuma.
Chas. Kircher, St. Louis.
B. F. Criswell, Denver.
H. J. Egan, Trinidad.
George Gibbons, Denver.
J. W. Laughlin, Denver.
Dr. W. J. Brown, Espanola.
Frank Stewart, Clovis.
J. H. Banks, Salt Lake.
J. R. Craehead, Denver.
W. R. Hilaerbrand, Denver.
W. H. Bahret, Denver.
Robert Follansbee, Denver.
F. E. Baker, Albuquerque.
B. W. Wintzel, Denver.
F. W. Drake, Tres Piedras.
A. Vohr, Bernalillo.
L P. Eld ridge, Denver.
Coronado.
Clifton Hogshead, Albuq-erqa- e.
William Johnson, Jr., Alamosa.
Pilar Montoya, Penasco.
J. H. McHughes, Cerillos.

EDWARD P. DAVIES,

Attorney and Counselor at Law.

High Hopes

fine

1015c.

Kansas City.
Kansas City, Jan. 19. Cattle Receipts 1,900, including 100 southerns.
Market steady. Native steers $5.50

?25; southern steers $4.7o6.30;
southern cows and heifers $35; native cows and heifers $36.50; stock-er- s

Have you furnirhec TVooms to Rent?
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
little campaign Want advertising Department of the Interior.
Is the New Mexican will keep the inU. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M,
come from your furnished rooms from
January 11, 1912.
lapslns. The classified columns are Ccpy in Triplicate to Pecos Forest.
Notice is hereby given that Fred
always looked up closely and it will
pay you well to use them.
Clokey, of Glorieta, N. M., who, on
June 2, 1906, made homestead No.
for Lot 4, Sec. 3, Lot 1,
Let Him Know it IT you are out o!
SE1-4- ,
a position, you must let the employer Sec. 4, T. 15 N., and SE
know it. A want advertisement In the Section 33, Township 16 N., Range 11
New Mexican will reach every busi E., N. M. Meridian, has filed notice
ness and professional man In the city of intention to make final five year
and county and a great many in the proof, to establish claim to the. land
territory. If you have any special tal- above described, before Register or
Receiver U. S. Land Office, at Santa
ent, do not hide it under a buahel.
Fe, N. M., on the 19 day of Febiuary,
9492-0740-

1--

Are You a Seller! Afi. aQrertlse-men- t
Claimant names as witnesses:
In the classified columns of the
R. N. Clokey, Albino Encinias, CarNew Mexican will put your real estate los Garcia and Fidencio Garcia, all of
on the market effectively. It will put Glorieta, N. M.
the facta of your property before th
MANUEL R. OTERO,
yes of all possible buyeii.
Register.

Hulk of sales, $6.20 6.30.
Market
14,000.
Sheep Receipts
weak. Native, $3.254.70;
western
$3.G04.75;
yearlings,
$4.905.S5;
lambs, native, $4.506.SO;
western,

5.006.85.

Cotton.
New York, Jan. 19. Cotton, spot
an dfeeders $4(f(6; bulls $3(S5.50; closed
quiet 5 points higher. Middling
?4.757; western cows $35.
uplands, $9.55; middling gulf, 9.80.
Hogs
Receipts 15,000. . MarVet Sales, 1,300 bales.
steady. Bulk of sales $66.55; heavy
56.306.40; packers and butchers TRADING ON STOCK MARKET
$6.106.35; light $5.806; pigs $4.50
SHOWS MORE LIFE.
5.50.

Market (By
4,000.
Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
than Wednesday.
New York, Jan. 1
Standard stocks
Muttons $3.254.50; lambs $56.50;
figured more prominently in the day's
St. Louis, Mo., Jan. 19. Lead firm fed wethers and
yearlings $3.50
trading, and less emphasis was laid
Spelter firm 6.55.
5.50; fed ewes $2.504.
on the movements of the specialties
Grain and Provisions.
Omaha.
which had been the center of interest
Chicago, HI., Jan. 19. Wheat Maj
South Omaha, Neb., Jan. 19. Ca- most of the week. The tone of the
1001-4- ;
94
July
ttleReceipts, 2,300. Market steady, market was firm.
Corn May 661-- ; July 65
native steers, $5.2S7.75; cows and
Oats May 49
July 451-8- .
Trading showed more life after 11
heifers, $3.256.00; western steers, o'clock. A brisk demand
Pork
Jan. 15.60.
strengthened
$3.80g6.00;
canners,
$2.853.6o; the Hill stocks and Northern Pacific
Lard Jan. 9.10 12
.
stockers and feeders
$3.506.0O; and Great Northern preferred improv8.471-2- .
calves, $4.0O8.00; bulls, stags, etc., ed 1
Wool.
The other leaders made large
St. Louis, Mo., Jan. 19. Wool mar- $3.505.50.
fractional advances and there were
Market some notable
13,700.
Hogs Receipts,
ket steady; territory and western
gains in the tobacco
steady to strong. Heavy, $6.106.30; stocks.
mediums 16QlSc; fine mediums 15
mixed, $5.956.10; light, $5.706.15;
"Railroad stocks forged to the front
pigs, $4.50(ft 5.75; bulk of sales, $5.90
again in a decisive manner.
6.20.
Renewed buying of the Hill group
Market
2,000.
Sheep Receipts,
this afternoon revived interest in the
wethsteady.
Yearlings,
$4.755.75;
Use for Results
ers, $4.254.75; ewes, $3.404.40 Western railroad Issues, for which
FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS
there was a largely increased demand.
lambs, $5.756.75.
Great Northern preferred rose 3
They work directly on the KIDNEYS,
Chicago.
BLADDER and URINARY PASSAGES,
Chicago, 111., Jan. 19. Cattle Re- Northern Pacific 2. and Union Pacifand their beneficial effect is felt from the ceipts, 4,500. Market steady. Beeves ic, St. Paul, New York Central, Readstart. For BACKACHE, KIDNEY and $4.858.50; Texas Bteers, $4.505.90; ing and Baltimore and Ohio 1, Liggett
BLADDER TROUBLE, RHEUMATISM western steers, $4.S07.25; stockers & Meyers, touched 183 compared with
yesterday's close.
CONGESTION of the KIDNEYS, INfeeders, $3.756.00; tows and heit-er- 163
The market closed strong.
FLAMMATION of the BLADDER and
$2.256.75; calves, $5.509.75.
Market
27,000.
Speculation became more diversiHogs Receipts,
annoyingURINARY IRREGULARITIES
with an active absorption of all
mixed,
fied,
steady.
$5.806.25;
Liht,
i
uicy exercise a Dcrxuaneni Denenx. r
- QUICK in RESULTS I $5.956.37
TONIC IN ACTIO
heavy, $6.006.40; the high class dividend paying railFor sale hj all drv?glsu.
rough, $C.006.15; pigs, $4.605.70. road stocks.
Lead and Spelter.

Sheep

30

to

Receipts

50c lower

4.371-204.4-

S

A

1912.

4

17c;

Ribs-Wan-

READ for PROFIT

s,

Rooms
Capital City Bank Building,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Assistant District Attorney1, First
17-1- 8

Judicial District.
Mrs. Smithers had spoken so ten- ierly and so often of her son John that
Miss French felt that she, the flattered
recipient of those precious confl- iences, might even be willing to
the name of Smithers in ex
change for hers, for such perfection
and virtue would come with it.
Miss French was passing a
at a health resort. There she
had fallen into the company of Mrs.
Smithers so much that she felt it was
no coincidence when she found Mrs.
Smithers seated in her favorite corner
sewing or when she went for a walk
to the springs and found Mrs. Smith-- J
ers slowly moving thitherward, to be
easily overtaken.
On all such occasions Mrs. Smithers reveled in blissful recollections
of beauties of her son's character or in
golden dreams of his future.
Miss French listened with a fluttering bosom. It was not surprising that
her previously untouched heart throbbed deliciously when Mrs. Smithers
told of the chivalry in her son John's
nature. Did an act of bravery or heroism reach her ears, never was she at
a loss to recall something in John's
brief but brilliant career that put
the heroism of others completely in
the shade. John was a lover of all
things noble, of all good and true and
upright things, and he abhorred all
mean, weak and contemptible natures
as thoroughly as he hated deceit
and sin.
If a child crossed their paths Mrs.
Smithers saw in it, not her own pleasure and love In perfect childhood, but
John's. John couldn't see a child on
the street without stopping to speak
to it. And generous! And kind! And
brave! And handsome! Oh, thoughts
of John brought tears to his mother's
eyes!
So when Mrs. Smithers pressed Miss
French's hand tenderly and whispered
in a voice trembling with emotion that
John was coming to see his dear mother the following week, and that Mrs.
Smithers looked forward to the joy
of letting Miss French share the delights of his presence, Miss French
pressed Mrs. Smithers' hand in return.
As she did so she felt a thrill of
warmth and happiness cross her
ac-:e-

HOLT & SUTHERLAND
Attorneys-nt-La-

Practice in tje Distri t Court a
well as before the Supreme Court oi
the territory.
Las Cruces,
New Mexico.

s

Fair Tomorrow Santa Fe weather
has been on good behavior now for
ever a week and the Weather Bureau
predicts it will continue fair. Yes- heart.
terday the maximum
temperature
It was most exciting and romanwas 41 degrees, the minimum 20 de tic to think that she was soon to
grces.
meet a man who was almost, if not
quite, perfect.
The listened with something of the
mother's own excited intensity for the
carriage wheels on the day of John's
arrival. The thought even crossed her
mind that she ought to express her
appreciation of Mrs. Smithers for giv
ing her this great pleasure. She pictured herself as she might be in the
future, as a blooming Mrs. Smithers,
sheltered and protected by John, the
envy of all her friends, the possessor
of absolute happiness.
Why did she fel so hopeful? Well,
hadn't Mrs. Smithers assured her that
John-waso attached to his mother
that he wouldn't dream of falling in
love without his mother's sanction?
And hadn't Mrs. Smithers looked
the world over ia vain for a wife
worthy of John looked until she was
almost tempted to admit that there
wasn't a girl in the world capable of
filling that exalted position? But now
Then Mrs. Smithers had smiled
meaningly at Miss French and had
patted her hand. Wasn't that reason
enough for Miss French to anticipate
a perfect future?
When the carriage finally arrived
Miss French watched with an intensity
that hurt, as each passenger stepped
out of It. But when it was finally emptied she sighed a deep, deep sigh of

ca-

talogues address :
.COL. JAS. W. WTLLSON,

i

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

rrenens

s

season.

For particulars and illustrated

,

Ben Spitz and Mrs. Spitz, Kansas
City, Mo.
Abe Diamond, Denver..
L. J. Chapman, Trinidad.
J. Brown, Winnipeg.
A. Mennet, Las Vegas.
E. Watson, Chicago.
L. H. Finnebaugh, Berkeley.
II. J. Caverly, Winnipeg.
C. N. Blackvvell, Raton.
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'
regret.
He hadn't come!
She reached for Mrs. Smithers
hand to comfort the poor mother but
it was gone, and so was Mrs. Smith
ers.
With outstretched arms Mrs. Smithers was racing down the walk toward
a wizened little man with a fast increasing bald spot and a propensity for
loud talk, who was bickering with the
driver over his fare and demanding
his rights In a high pitched voice that
reminded Miss French of a Punch and
Judy show. His mother reached John
before his transaction was completed
and she threw herself into his arms before he was aware of her presence.
"Oh, hello, ma!" he said, casually,
but In a penetrating voice. "It was
sort of hard to get away my books
didn't balance last night, and I thought
I'd have to stay over another day
but J fixed them. Here, ma, you carry
this satchel, will you? I'll carry the
other one."
Miss French fled precipitately from
their path that she might escape the
promised

introduction.

She required

time to clear away the debris of her
ruined air castles.
In Society.

"How Is- It your society friend loves
so to go to grand opera when she is
so deaf?"
"Why, she sees all the latest styles
In evening costumes and knows just
what is the best each of her friends
can afford."
"But she can't listen to the music."
"I know, but who does?"
-

E. C. ABBOTT
Attorney-at-La-

v

Practice in the

District and Su
preme Courts.
Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
Banta Fe.
New Mexico
G. W. PRICHARD

Attorney and Counsellor at Law
Practice in all the District Court.
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fa N. M.
C. W. Q. WARD

Territorial District Attorn y
For San Miguel and Mora Counties

Lt

New Mexico.

Vegas,

HARRY D. MOULTOM
Attorney-at-La-

8anta ye, N. M.
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
Chas, F. Easley.
Chas. R. Eaaiey
EASLEY & EASLPY.
Attorneys at Law.
Practice in the courts and before
Land Department
Land grants and titles examined.
Banta Fe, N. M., branch Office Estan-cia- ,
N. M.
McKEAN & CHEETHAM,
Attorneys-at-Law-

.

Practice in all the Courts and Rk
lore the Interior Department.
Taos,
New Mexico.
H. L. ORTIZ,

Attorney and CounseTTor-at-LaPracticing before all the courts jo
the Territory,
Santa Fe
New Mexico
JOSE C. ESPINOSA,
Attorney at Law.
Santa Fe, New Mexico
Practices before all the courts of

...

the State.

Office with B. M. Read, Esq.
MRS. NORA E. SUMMERS.
Public Stenographer
Santa Fe, N. M.
Rooms 11 and 12 Laughlin Block
Phone Red 162.
PROBERT & COMPANY

Investments
Latris, Mines, Bonds & Stock,
Money Loaned tor Investors
We have for sale general stocks ot
Merchandise.
Retail Lumber Yaro
and other Business
Opportunitlej
throughout Taos county.
Bank References Furnished.

.....

Taos,

New Mexico.

J. M. DIAZ,

DR.

DON GASPAR
AVE
Phone, 220 Red
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
RESIDENCE,

"

Phone, 237 Black
OFFICE HOURS. 1 to 3 P.

M1

DR. W. HUME BROWN,

Dentist
Over Spitz's Jewelry Store.
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
Phone Red 6.
Office Hours 8a. m. to 5 p.
And by Appointment

m.

STANDLEY G. SMALL, M. D.
Physician and Surgeon.
Office and Residence
Washington
Ave. next door to Public Library.
Offioe Jours 11 a. m. to 12:30 p. a-Hi i V- - IA- Evenings.
Phone Black 47.
-

coiu-panMexican
New
Printing
has prepared civil and criminal-docketespecially for the use of Justices of the peace. They are especially ruled, with printed headings, in
either Spanish or English, made ot
good record paper, strongly and durably bound, with leather back and
covers and canvas sides, hall fall
Index in front and the fees of Justices
ot the peace and constables printed
In full on the first page. The pages
Combined Civil and CrlainrJ . . 4.09
are 10
inches. These books are
made up in civil and criminal dockets,
separate of 3 pages each, or with
both civil and criminal bound in on
book, 80 pases civil and 320 pages
criminal. To introduce them they are
offered at the following prices
.7
CMl or Criminal
For 45 cents aU'aonal for a single
docket, or 65 cents additional for a
combination docket, they will be sent
by mail or prepaid express. Cash in
full must accompany
order. State,
plainly whether English or fpanleb
printed heading is wanted.
y

He Needs a Rest.
"Doctor, do you think a trip to Ett
rope would do me any good?"
"Yes. Let your wife take It
Charles Durham, Lovlngton, 111., has
Taxe No' Chances.
succeeded in finding a positive cure
The married Ufa doth lessons teach
And we Infer,
for bed wetting.
"My little boy wet
No prudent wife would ask a "peach"
bed
clear thro' on the
the
every
night
To visit her.
floor. I tried several kinds of kidney
medicine and I was in the drug store
Forehanded.
looking for something different to
Magazine Editor This is a splendid help him when I heard of Foley Kidstory, .but I never heard of the author ney Pills. Afteghe had taken them
before; did you?
two days we coulSee a change and
s
Assistant Never. Shall I send It when he had taken
of a
back?
bottle he was cured. That is about
Magazine Editor No. Put It away six weeks ago and he has not wet in
until he becomes famous.
bed since." For sale by all druggists.
two-third-
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THE STOCK OF THE

SANTA

'

W

Rooms 10 and

Going at Cost.
2nd Floor, Capital City Bank Building.
Receiver, 5anta Fe Trail Curio Co.

11,

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD,
trying to bring about this condition
of affairs. I do not assert my plan is
the best or that it will be successful
everywhere but one thing I do know
and that is that lower prices now prevail in my home town. I presume
practically all of you are familiar
In a
with my efforts in Indianapolis.
nut shell, my plan is to buy from the
producer and sell direct to the con-

MAYOR

S NEW IDEAS
He Would Put Middlemen

and Storekeepers Out

sumer.
High Cost of Living.

of Business

"For a long time the high cost of
living has been discussed by the rich
PEOPLE MIGHT BUY DIRECT and poor alike. Many theories have
been advanced and many plans suggested but no practical steps taken.
Declares Consumers Should Com- Along about the middle of toSeptember
me that
last the thought occurred
bine to Reduce Cost
On
it was time to do something.

of Living.

(By Special leased Tnre to New Mexican J
Albany, K. Y., Jan. 19. Samuel
Lewis Shank, mayor of Indianapolis,
who has gained fame by his personally conducted
sales of potatoes, poultry, mince meat and walnuts, in the public market at Indianapolis as a "war on the middle man",
delivered an address here today before the New York Agricultural Society. The only solution of the high-cos- t
of living problem, he said, was
to bring together the producer and
the consumer. He had satisfied himself and the people of Indianapolis,
that his "municipal purchase and
sales agent' idea, when put into operation, was effective in reducing artificially inflated prices of foodstuffs.
Big Crops Do Not Help.
"Under modern commercial methods and the development of several
grades of middlemen," said Mr. Shank,
"the law of supply and demand, so
far as the consumer is concerned, has
become more or less a dead letter.
The consumer in large cities finds
that large crops of fruits and vegetables mean little or nothing to him.
He used to cheer up when he read of
tig apple crops, big peach crops, big
potato or cabbage crops for he knew
these products would be cheap. Now
news of this kind is received with derision.
Middlemen Profit.
"What difference does it make if
the cranberry crop is large? Doesn't
the price always climb from $10 to
$12 a barrel or 10 to 15 cents a quart
by the time the Thanksgiving day
demand comes? Do overloaded peach
trees in Georgia, Florida or Michigan
mean that the workingman is going
to have cheap jellies and jams all
next winter? Not if the market
handlers of crops know it. Though
the growers may accept a low price
far the peaches rather than have
them rot on the ground the various
middlemen see to it that they get the
advantage of cheap production and
not the consumer. If the law of supply
ana demand gets into operation, you
see it works almost exclusively to the
benefit of the middlemen.
"The growers in some states found
this outcome time ago and' have taken protective measures as far as they
can, by organizing associations, pooling their crops and making the middlemen pay them reasonable prices,
if they hope to continue in business
as distributors. But the consumers
are only now organizing to look after
their own interests in the food supply
They have for years seen
question.
the distributive forces putting their
selling agents in the large cities to see
that the supplies of foodstuffs do not
lower
oer'op the demand and thus
It is the business of these
prices.
selling agents to see that the fruits
rot where they grow rather than that
they may crowd the markets and
threaten the dethronement of high
prices.
"According to reports that have in
them the evidences of truth, if for
example, the selling agent in Indianapolis for the orange crop sees, after
ordering shipments to that city, that
the demand has fallen off at the prevailing prices, leaving more stock on
hand than he had expected, he sees to
it that the cars on their way from
Florida or California to Indianapolis
are not allowed to get there and glut
the mnrket but are switched off to
oth-- r
markets where there Is no
dan? er of them causing a reduction of
the price.
retributing Agencies.
"It is said that the grape, lemon,
strawberry, banana, pineapple, melon
and other fruits and vegetable crops,
anything in fact grown outside of the
6tate in which one lives, is marketed
in this way by the various distributing
agencies and add greatly to the cost
or living. We even have trouble In
getting the products of our own
states at reasonable prices, because

September 22, I found Indianapolis
commission men were paying $1.05 a
bushel for potatoes which, according
to the market quotations, cost the consumer from $1.60 to $2.00 a bushel.
This despite the fact that the crop appeared to be about as large as usual.
But Did He Pay for the Potatoes.
"Word reached me to the effect
that in Michigan the best grades of
pctatoes could be bought at 75 cents
a bushel. I sent a man into the field
and two days later he wired me he
could buy in car load lots at 69 cents
I ina bushel f. o. b. Indianapolis.
structed him to buy and two days
later the first car arrived. Of course
efforts were made to discredit the
value of the stock but the consumers
were anxious to buy. I placed the potatoes on sale in the city market and
within a short time the car had been
sold at the rate of 73 cents a bushel.
Where delivery was required I chargI conducted this sale
ed So cents.
myself and during the time it was in
progress regular dealers dropped
their price to $1.40 a bushel.
"Prices advanced as soon as my supply had been exhausted, however. Up
to the present, I have disposed of 25
car loads and have the satisfaction
of seeing prices reach a point near
their natural level. On November 10,
1911. potatoes were retailing at $1 a
bushel and this price or very near it

cut-pric- e

of the tribute first demanded of us
consumers by the middlemen.
Should Be in Closer Touch.

"To my mind the greatest gift that
can come to the American people is
gome permanent plan whereby the
consumer can be brought into closer
touch with the producer. When this
is done lower prices of food products
will prevail. In my own way I am

prevails at present.

i

He Abandoned the Job.
"Temporarily, I have abandoned
the potato business because of a lack
oi facilities for handling the vegetable
in freezing weather. I have not been
i'HIa. nmvpver. fnr T TiavA riis.nnsprl or
thousands of turkeys, and chickens,
at
and tons of nuts and mince-mea- t
prices below those charged by the

regular dealers, thus demonstrating
that the difference between the producer and consumer is entirely too
great.

Municipal Stores.
"I am a firm believer in the municipal purchasing agent idea. Place a
man in the markets of the various
cities whose duty it will be to see
that the market is supplied with ali
ccmmodities at all times and I believe steady prices will prevail. As
yet we have no municipal purchasing
agent in Indianapolis but I hope to
have one soon. An ordinance providing for one is pending in the city
council and I hope it will pass. I
have a man in my employ, however,
who is looking after this matter and
all he lacks is the title."

Date

Muffins

A New Way of Using Dates
By Mrs. Janet McKenzie Hill, Editor of
the Boston Cooking School Magazine
The value of dates as a food is hardly
They are wholesome,
appreciated.
nutritious, and when used in K C Date
Muffins, make a recipe that is appreciated by the entire family.
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Date Muffins

cup sugar;
cuf butler;
I egg; U c"P milk; 2 cups flour; 3 level
C
Powder;
Baking
teaspoonuls K
teaspoonful salt; scant yi pound dates.
Cream the butter, add the sugar and
the egg, beaten light. Sift together
three time9, the flour, baking powder
and salt; add these to the first mixture,
beat
with the milk;
alternately
thoroughly and add the dates, stoned
and cut in pieces. To bake, have a
slow oven until the muffins double in
bulk, then increase heat to bake and
brown quickly. Muffins baked this way
One-thir-
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brings results.

ARCHAEOLOGY

d

will be light, appetizing and more
easily digested.
This is only one of the many appetizing recipes found in the K C Cook's
Book.
The wonderful K C Cook's Book is
substantially bound and printed in nine
colors, contains ninety tested and easily-mad- e
recipes by Mrs. Janet McKenzie
Hill, of the world famous Boston Cooking School Magazine.
You can secure a copy FREE by sending the colored certificate packed in
cans of K C Baking Powder to the
Jaques Mfg Co., Chicago.
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GROCERIES.

raio, tonight

generally fair,
colder in north ceutral portion.
Saturday generally fair.
New Mexico, tonight and
Xot
much
Saturday fair.
change in temperature.

We have everything, Imparted and Domestic.

BAKERY.

I if-

The best of Bread, Pies, Cakes, Doughnuts, Cookies,
V
afers, Macaroons, Buns, Rolls, etc.
We handle nothing but the Best Packing House Goods-Me- ats,
Sausages, etc. We have at all times a good supply of Poultry Hens, Springs, Turkeys and Ducks. In
market.
everything usually carried in a first-cla-

F. Andrews

office.

Phone No. 4.
3

WE RECOMMEND

TO YOU THE

TtRUFM

The kind of a watch that will give you, your son, your
grand
son, accurate time under all conditions, because it is
THE FINEST PRACTICAL POCKET TIMEPIECE MADE IN THE

WORLD

W

have them the regular sizes and the NEW PRECISION
VERITKIN MODELS FOR MEN AND WOMEN cased In an endless variety of distinctive, original 14 and 18kt gold cases. We ask
the favor and privilege of showing you our assortment

It's the Watch for You.'

fei SPITZ,

THE JEWELER

NOTEPerfect service in our watch repair- department is our hobby. Try it.
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D. S. LOWITZKI
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Saddles and Bridles
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Ranges with Reservoirs

Buffet,
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"

"

One

"
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Kflls
Himiself Fred
formerly of Las Vegas, cut his
throat at Albuquerque last evening
and will die. He leaves a wife and
two children.
He was hopelessly 111
with tuberculosis and despondent be
cause he could find no work.
Fur Collar Returned The fur collar lost in the cloak room during the
inaugural ball has been returned to
the owner. Special search is now being made for the party that by mis-- i
take took a wrong cpat. Outside of
that, despite to the unexpected crush
of guests, no losses or mishap have
been reported, which is rather re-

Bookcase

JAMES

C. McCONVERY,

Hardy Plants and Flowers in their Season.

Bargains

PHONE 56 BLACK, SANTA FE, N. M.

"

j

Boy Scouts This evening, the Boy
Scouts will meet. Instruction in the
markable under the circumstances.
First Aid to the Injured will be
Cold Cures in a pleasant form may
found at Zook's.
he
Wild cherry,'
Large Size King Heaters with pipe hoarhound
j
and lemon drops.
$j at Goehels.
Story Telling Hour Tomorrow aft- -'
Instructor in Voice, Warren C,
ernoon at the Public Library, a story
Wade, 1S1 Paiaoe avenue.
Highest
telling hour will be given to which
recommendations.
children irom 7 to 10 years of age are
Found A gentleman's kid glove.
invited. There will be no charge of
Owner can have same by calling at
the only condition being
admission,
this office and paying for advertisethat the children must behave themment.
selves while present and must not be
Fur Coats Exchanged One of the boisterous in
entering or leaving the
two fur coats exchanged at the cloak Public
Tue meeting will be
Library.
room of the inaugural ball has not
in charge of a competent person and
been
An
returned.
will
be
effort
yet
room
will be held in the assembly
made to locate it.
from n to 4 p. m. All children, 7 to
Lost One ermine neckpiece,
a 10 years of age invited.
black silk scarf in the Armory at the
inaugural ball. Suitable reward for TEX RICKARD IS
return. Return to Nathan Jaffa.
ON THE STAND.
Killed Under Cars Harry W. Jenkins of Sioux Falls, South Dakota, Prize Fight Promoter Makes Admissions That Favor Defendant
was killed under the cars in the railroad yards at Tucumcari.
George G. Rice.
You Take No Chance with the Capital Tailors. You selec t your material (By Special I,eased Tflre to New Mexican)
New York, Jan. 19. "Tex" Rick-a;d- ,
they guarantee the rest. Spring and
the Nevada miner, and prize fight
summer fabrics now on exhibition.
promoter, was the first witness called
See advertisement on page three.
today by George Graham Rice on
Congratulations Mr. and Mrs. L. trial with B. F. Scheftels, and others
A. Rousseau, formerly of Santa Fe,
with using the mails to denow of Estancia, rejoice over the ar- charged
fraud. Acting as his own attorney,
rival of a baby girl. Mr. Rousseau is
Rice questioned the witness with a
secretary and treasurer of the Hughes view to showing that, as a practical
Mercantile Company.
miner, Rickard believed the mining
The Most Effective Liver medicine stocks the defendants were advertisis Zook's Liver Pills. Stimulates ing were as valuable as Rice's market
sluggish, torpid, inactive livers.
letters claimed. Rice succeeded in
Rev. J. W. Heal Will Talk to Boy getting into the record much testiScouts Rev. J. W. Heal of the mony in his favor.
Church of the Holy Faith will, this
Try a New Mexican want ad. It
evening, address the Boy Scouts on
the relation of the Scout movement brings results.

Marble Top Cen. Table
One Typewriter Desk,
One Roll Top Desk

Phone. Black 204.

415 Palace Avenue.

Pneclal Iase1 Wire to vw Mexican)
B- - Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Chicago. 111., Jan. 19. Direct testiN. C, Jan. 19. The
Beaufort,
of the
mony that the represeniat-ve-s
Schooner Harry Prescott from New
combine
exchanged
alleged packers'
York to Wilmington, N. C, with salt,
daily and weekly reports of ship-- '
ments and margins together with the foundered on Diamond Shoals, off the
detailed operations of the business Hatteras Coast today.
transacted by each branch house, was j Three of her crew of seven were
given to the jury today in the trial of saved this afternoon. The remaining
the ten Chicago packers charged with four were still clinging to the rigging
criminal violation of the Sherman with the seas so high as to make the
law.
work of life savers almost impossible.
Everett B. Dill, former manager forj The three men rescued, saved themthe National Packing Company In selves by jumping into the sea so that
Boston, and assistant manager for the the Hatteras life crew could pick
same company in New York, gave them up. The men, half dead, were
damaging testimony against the pack- landed on shore this afternoon.
ers. He declared that the managers;
In ixtreme Peril.
for Armour, Swift, Morris and the:
N. C, Jan. 19. The three
Beaufort,
National Packing Company in Boston'
men saved are Captain V. R.
who were in charge of the New Engof Weatherport, Main; T. S.
land territory, met daily and were on
terms of the closest business intl
macy.

(B-

Lev.tis

Golden Oak

Combination

All Go At

N

You Want the best
and purest
drugs. Zook has them.
WANTED Clean
cotton
rags-f- our
cents per pound. New Mexican

ss

Phone No. 4.

Tucker, marshal at Valdez.'
Fred
X
X Lewis,

.

MARKET.

r

WEATHER FORECAST.
Denver, Colo., Jan. 19. Colo- -

M

Smith, mate, of Boston; and George
Robins, of Jonesport, Maine.
The wind later veered to the northwest, calming the sea to some extent.
The life crews renewed their efforts
to save the remaining four men, who
are in extreme peril. The Prescott
hails from New Haven, Conn,
Saved by Wireless.
The predicament of the men was
learned on the Diamond Shoals lightship and wireless calls were sent out
for assistance.
The calls were picked up by the
Revenue Cutters Itasca, cruising off
the Carolina coast, and the Onandago,
at work in Chesapeak Bay. Immedi
ately the cutters sent work they were
on- their way.

to the public schools.
SAW SCHOONER FOUNDERS
PACKERS EXCHANGED DAILY
ON DIAMOND SHOALS.
Woman Fatally Injured By Burglar
AND WEEKLY REPORTS.
Mrs. George B. Piercy was fatally
injure dby a burglar, at Trinidad, Damaging Testimony Given By For- Four of the Crew Still Cling to Rigmer Employes Against the AlColorado, last night. The robber in
ging, While Other Three Have
turn was shot and killed by Earl
leged Beef Combine.
Been Saved,

I
e

FRIDAY, JANUARY 19, 1912.

11.

X
X
X
X

Phil-broo-

FRESH CUT FLOWERS

BOTH SIDES ANXIOUS
TO BREAK DEADLOCK.

AT THE

Notice Served of Intended
Stoppage
of Work in All Coal Mines of
Great Britain.
(By Special Leas1 TVirs to TCew Mexican)
Birmingham, England, Jan. 19 The
conference of delegates of the Miners
Federation has decided to give notice
forthwith of a national stoppage of
w.ork in the coal mines of Great Brit"
ain. The end of February, however,
is the first date at which the notices
can become effective.
The notice is
accompanied by intimation that the
men are ready to continue negotiations for a settlement. The conference has adjourned until February 1.
Both sides appear desirous of finding
a way out of the deadlock.
CRAPHIS

'

Phone Black 12.

R. V. BOYLE, Manager.
...

It fE

have been

in- -

structed by the
factory to sell out the
consignment stock of
the Studebaker WagT V

1

Can't Afford It
good

ons which we have on

60 years the
wagon has enjoy-

hand at the following

anything

but

For nearly

Studebaher

ed a splendid reputation.
But
Studebakers couldn't put
out defective wagons (even if
they were so disposed) without
great injury to their reputation
and business.

Studebakers

jealously

guard the quality of the goods
that bear their name.

It

pays

Studebakers,

And it benefits you.

That's

why

Studebakers

guarantee their wagon to us and
we guarantee it to you.

low prices

:

2

8

in. Business Pole, $ 62.50

2

4

in. Standard Farm, 82.00

3 in.

Mountain Farm,

100.00

Cash or Easy Payments.

These ' prices may be
withdrawn by factory

at any time.
We advise prompt attention if you are looking for
wagons

Santa Fe Hardware

& Supply Co.

CLOTHES FOR MEN

E

AND YOUNG

rS

WINTER SUITS.

if

TAILORING

IS A TRADE BY ITSELF.

Our many

Suits taught
experience in the Tailor-Mad- e
us that the best advertisement is the best work. We are
capable of doing the finest kind of tailoring and the more
artistic fitting garment that anybody on earth can build.
We aim to advertise our, splendid tailoring in this way, and
so our business grows.

31 ilil

$25.00 and $30.00
Suits now for

$ 1 5.00

Our reputation in the TAILOR-MADCLOTHES is well
known to you allthat we make nothing but the finest workmanship, and when you wear Salmon's Suits you are dressed
to perfection. We will be pleased to show you the hand
The patterns are new and were never
some woolens.
more attractive.
E

Overcoats the Same Price

$17,50

WOMEN!
If you have a Suit or a Dress
for repairing and cleaning, bring it to the Big Store. Ed.
work. If you think
Syufy is in charge, doing only first-clas- s
anything of your clothes, put them in his hands.

VPrPIAl
NflTIfF
CvlAL HU
Of
llLC

WE WILL MAKE YOU AN
This Store is the Home of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes

UP-TODA- TE

x

- $1.25, $1.50 and up per dozen
Roses,
Carnations,
.75, 1,00 "$1.25"
Narcissus, - .75 and $1.00 '
Violets (Sweet), - - - - 50c. a bunch

j

ON TAILOR-MAD-

X

CLARENDON GARDEN

wagons.

Republic is now an established fact.
"Undoubtedly, the best thought of
China unanimously supports the'tfle-publiand there is no question- or
north and south."
Republican officials assert that one,
and possibly two foreign powers, are
urging Yuan Shi Kai to insist that he
should be constituted the head of the
entire government and that Yuan Shi
has been given the assurance by those
Hence his
powers of assistance.
change of attitude.
Yuan Shi Kai, it is said, agreed a
few days ago to the unequivocal retirement of the Manchus and to the
recognition of a republic as the government of the southern provinces. He
accepted the Idea of a dual administration, the north to be under Yuan
Shi Kai and the south under. Dr. Sun
Yat Sen, pending the decbion of the
national convention on the future

X
X
X

Located one Block East from the Old San) Mipel Church.

to build

from Page One.

Continued

yxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Studebakers can't afford

DEMAND OF PUBLIC.

OFFICIAL
PHOTOGRAPHS.
All the official Inaugura- tion pictures will be on sale
today and tomorrow at Fisch- er's Drug Store.

DRESS SUIT FOR $37.50

H

